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MSL1 hosts High
open house
for admitted
H
students

Thursday, February 12, 2009

winds slow utility crews

By TOM BERRY
and HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writers
eh winds that blew
li rough
Murrayalloway County and
most of western Kentucky
Wednesday hindered utility
crews still struggling to restore

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University will
try to "seal the deal" tonight
with potential students trying to
make their final decisions on
where to go to college.
The Office of Recruitment is
hosting the admitted student
open house from 5 to 7 p.m. on
the third floor of the Curris
Center. Recruitment Director
Shawn Smee said this is the first
time an event like this has been
held and he is expecting a huge
turnout. He said he wanted to
target students who applied and
have been accepted to MSU,but
who have not yet enrolled. He
said more than 750 students and

75

Murray, KY 42071

power to thousands still in the
dark from January's ice storm.
Officials with West Kentucky
Rural Electric, Kenergy and
Jackson Purchase Energy said
their crews were back to work
Wednesday in areas of western
Kentucky still without electricity, according to an Associated

Press report this morning. The
National Weather Service had
predicted winds of 20 to 40 mph
in western Kentucky. with gusts
up to 50 mph A gust of 51 mph
was reported in Calvert City.
However Johnny Jackson,
operations
manager
for
WKRECC. said the winds

caused the loss of a lot of hard
work already accomplished.
"We're not doing real well.
We're losing more than we're
gaining right now," Jackson
said. "We're falling backward
dramatically at this point."
At least one brush fire was
caused by a powerline that was

downed when a tree was toppki!
by high winds. The fire, blowit
by strong winds, potentialbi
threatened a home across ttik
roadway, according to CallowaS
911
Emergency
traffikNumerous tree limbs — boir

II See Page 2A

II See Page 3A
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Thursday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the upper
30s.
Friday...Partly
sunny.
Highs in the mid 50s.
Friday
night...Mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent
chance of rain showers.
Lows in the upper 30s.
Saturday...Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
rain. Highs in the upper 40s.
Saturday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the lower
30s.
Sunday through Presidents' Day... Partly cloudy.
Highs in the lower 50s. Lows
in the upper 30s.
SPONSORED BY

TOM BERRY(Ledger & Times
Calloway County Fire Rescue personnel direct traffic around a large
fallen tree and power lines downed by strong winds that
blasted through the area Wednesday. Officials were concerned that vehicle
crossing the highways centerline to avoid the
obstruction could cause a serious accident.

House says 'yes' to alcohol, cigarettes tax hike
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentuckians would have to
pay more to indulge in drinking
alcohol and smoking cigarettes
if a new bill approved in the
state House of Representative
Wednesday is approved by the
Senate and signed into law by
Gov. Steve Beshear.
On a 66-34 vote, House members approved an increase in

taxes on cigarettes from 30 cents

to 60 cents a pack during voting
yesterday afternoon. The hike is
expected to generate about
$81.5 million per year. The same
bill, which was only a small part
of an overall budget bill, would
also impose a 6 percent retail
sales tax on all alcohol products;
possibly generating an additional $97.9 million to help deal
with the Commonwealths $456

* * WW1 * *

million budget shortfall.
Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley. D-Murray. was one of
60
Democrats
and
six
Republicans that voted for the
measure. Henley said this morning that, although he hesitated to
vote for a tax increase, he cast
his vote for the legislation
because it would preserve vital

to Use Lodger
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Leaders of the Natiori tligh
School Rodeo Association
iNHSRA), the oldest youth,
rodeo
organization
it
America, have appointed
Alesha 0'Bryan of Dexter to
The Wrangler High School
All Star Rodeo Team, the
first-ever corporate-sponsored youth rodeo team.
O'Bryan. a sophomore at
Calloway County High
School, earned a position on ,
the Wrangler High School
All Star Rodeo Team based
on leadership qualities, academic eligibility and athletic
achievements.
"This is my first year on
the team, there were certain
requirements to be efigibile
that I met," O'Bryan said.
The Wrangler High School

GehIMZ! Assembly •See Page 3A

See Page 3A

Highland Festival
planning underway
bring in the bagpipe band and
other entertainers that the committee hopes to have.
The festival will again include
a "kid's games" event, something Nance said was successful
By KYSER LOUGH
last year.
Ledger & Times
The West Kentucky Highland
"We also have some new ideas
Festival is almost eight months for it this year,- Nance said.
away, but committee members
While planning for the festival
are already hard at work prepar- itself
is important, a major focus
ing for the festival.
for the committee is to widen
Highland Festival president
the influence of the festival and
Jim Nancc said the committee is
introduce it to surrounding comcurrently in the planning phase
munities.
for the festival, which are set for
"What we really want to do is
October 17 at Murray's Central
get people more involved, not
Park.
"We know what we want to Just from Murray. but from the
do, now we have to raise the surrounding areas," Nance said.
"We're taking a
personal
money to do it," he said.
Nance said they are working approach."
in securing sponsors in order
to •See Page

Celebration set
for October 17
at Central Park
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SLEEPY HOLLOW: Cast members of -The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" perform
at Lovett
Auditonum Wednesday. The play was presented by the Department of Theatre at
Murray
State University and ran through today Four matinee shows allowed schools from around
the
region to bring students in for the play and incorporate it into their curriculum.
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Wind storm causes new round
of outages across the state
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Peak
Associated Press Writer
Kentuck
PLINK
Service
LOUISVILLE. K (API —
Commission spokesman Andrew
Stomis lashed Kentucky anti fierce
Melnykov ych said Wednesilav
winds Wednesday amid spnnglike
night that the wind and rain storms
warmth. causing a new round of
had resulted in at least I 20.0(X1 new
power outages in a state recovenng
outages. a figure that doesn't
from a cnppling ice storm that still
include Tennessee Valley Authonty
has thousands in the dark.
cooperatives or municipalities.
The latest power disruptions
There were reports of possible
overlapped several outages from the injuries
in Trimble. Johnson.
ice storm, leaving some customers Hopkins
and Whitley counties and
without electncity for a second time of possible
tornadoes in Breathitt.
in a month. The high winds disrupt- Garrard. Knox
and Whitley couned or slowed work by some utilities ties. said Buddy
Rogers. spokesman
to bnng back electricity to areas for the Kentucky
Division of
still darkened by the late January Emergency Management.
winter storm.
In western Kentucky. three tracThe ice storm is blamed for 33 tor-trailers were blown over, two on
deaths and for cutting power to the Penny nle Park% av and one on
more than 700.000 customers at its the Audubon Parkw ay. Kentuckv

Thurs., Feb. 12th
thru
Sun., Feb. 15th

Share an
extra-large
steak with
TWO buffets
and
TWO potatoes!
Limit two
persons per spec ial and
no carryout, please.
Asailable at participating
location, only.

Bal-Air Center
Murray
753-0440

State Police said. One driver strifeted a broken collar bone. but the
other two were uninjured, police
said.
Some areas that escaped the ice
storm were hit by Wednesday's
weather. Melnykovych said, but
others were left in the dark for a
second time.
The latest storm prompted the
National Weather Service to issue
high wind and thunderstorm warnings amid springlike conditions.
Afternoon temperatures were mostly in the 50s and 60s.
Western Kentucky was pounded
bv sustained winds of 45 to 50 mph.
said weather service meteorologist
Robin Smith in Paducah. Wind
gusts reached 63 mph at Paducah
and near Madisonville.
The weather service received
repons of downed trees and power
lines from the wind, Smith said.
In the western end of the state.
some utility crews trying to restore
power from the ice storm were dispatched Wednesday to deal with
new outages.
High winds also caused new outages to about 2,000 customers of
Jackson Purchase Energy who had
gotten their .power restored since
the ice storm. The utility serving six
far western Kentucky counties is
still trying to restore electricity to
several thousand others in the dark
since the storm.
The utility pulled some crews off
restoration work from the ice storm
to deal with the wind damage, said
J. Patrick Kerr, a utility spokesman.
Kerr said restoration work from
the wind storm would amount to
"relatively quick fixes." and by late
afternoon power was restored to
about half the customers affected by
the wind.
About 8,000 other Jackson
Purchase Energy customers are still
without power from the ice storm.

Photo provided Bill Cali

County Emergency Management Director Bill Call said several areas in Calloway County suffered damage from high winds Wednesday including this home near the intersection of
Sixth
and Pine streets. Power lines blocked roads in a couple of places and a shop building on
Kentucky 121 North lost part of its roof. No injuries were reported.

III Winds ...
From Front
large and small - as well as
power lines blocked traffic on
old Murray-Paris Road. Ky.
1346 at Dexter. Crossland Road
at
Stoney
Creek
Lane,
Crossland Road near Southwest
Calloway Elementary School,
Ky. 121 North and other roadways.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
was called to the scene to fight
the fire. CCFR units also were
tasked with traffic control just
north of Hazel where high
winds blew down a tree that
knocked powerlines into the
roadway on U.S. 641. CCFR

was called to the scene to prevent an accident from occurring
from heavy traffic passing
through the area. Vehicles were
reportedly shifting lanes to
avoid the obstruction.
Elsewhere in the county. either
trees or power lines were reported down on Shoemaker Road,
Irvin Cobb Resort Marina. New
Providence Road, Highway 464.
Highway 732. Crawford Trail,
Grove Lane. Knight Road.
Crossland Road. Donelson Lane
and Applewood Road. according to the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office log.
In the city, winds caused damage to the Captain D's sign and
lines down on Maple Street and
South Sixth Street. according to

the Murray Police Department
log.
The high winds weren't helping the area's emergency recovery situation. About 34.000
homes and businesses remain
without power across the state.
according to the Kentucky
Public Service Commission.
The winds were a major hindrance in making much-needed
progress.
According to Associated Press
reports. at Murray State
University. officials said electricity
was knocked off
Wednesday afternoon to two
residential halls, the main
library and some administration
buildings due to a broken power
pole.
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•House ...
From Front
education and medical support programs for seniors; some of Murray-Calloway
County's and the state's most
vulnerable residents in hard
economic times.
it was a hard vote, obviously,
to raise taxes. But the alcohol
tax and the cigarette tax were
both contained in an omnibus
bill that preserved our K-12
education from taking severe
cuts." Henley said during a
committee meeting this morning. "li preserved our senior citizens programs that would have
been drastically cut and it preserved Kentucky Homeplace
which is vital to working poor
that do not have access to
lower-cost pharmaceuticals."
Voting "No" were five
Democrats and 29 Republicans.
The measure now goes to the
Senate
for consideration.
according to an Associated
Press report this morning.
Henley said Tuesday that the
proposal will not affect liquor
sales in Calloway County
because restaurants that serve
liquor are already paying the
tax. The six percent hike, if
approved by the Senate and
signed by Beshear. would
extend the tax to sales at retail
liquor stores and grocery stores
that sell the products.
During a protest of the tax in
Frankfort Monday, AnheuserBusch spokesman Brian Bogard
Wilding lot
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•Students

told lawmakers he is opposed to
a tax increase on alcohol.
according to an AP report.
Bogard called the plan a tax on
" working people. plain and
simple" and asked lawmakers to
consider hiking taxes on everything else currently subject to a
sales tax.
"This is not a good way to balance the budget of Kentucky on
the backs of working people,"
he said.
A rally was held at capitol
rotunda in Frankfort Tuesday by
the state's beer, wine and distilled spirits industry to fight the
hike during which industry
leaders poured bourbon on the
capitol steps.
In other business, a House
legislative committee considKYSER LOUGH Ledger 8, Times
ered a proposal to allow more SIGN OF THE TIMES: Ryan Brooks braves the rain Tuesday to hold a "Give
Your Life to Jesus" sign for passing motorists on
gambling at Kentucky horse the corner of U.S. 641 and Main Street.
tracks. The issue was on the
agenda for a House Licensing
and Occupations Committee at
8 a.m. this morning.
However House Speaker Greg
Stumbo said last week that the
gambling initiative was on hold
and that he didn't know whether
it would be dealt with at all in
this legislative session. The pro`09
•
1191918111111111111111111Mti
posal calls for allowing video
gambling terminals at seven
horse tracks. Stumbo said the
move could generate up to $340
million a year for the state by
taxing gambling revenues.
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From Front

students would also be allowed
to watch the MSU women's and
their guests have called to
men's basketball teams play
RSVP for the event.
More than 28 different aca- Tennessee Tech at the Regional
demic departments and univer- Special Events Center free of
sity services will have tables set charge. The games are at 5:15
up in the Curtis Center and 7:30 p.m.. respectively.
Ballroom. Smee said. Students
-This is a crucial night for our
will have a chance to sign up for office, as we want students
and
summer orientation and ask families
to leave the event feelabout scholarships and financial
ing that MSU is their college of
aid. MSU Public Safety will
choice,"
Smee wrote in an ealso be on hand to answer quesmail to faculty last week. "Not
tions parents might have.
Smee said the bookstore only that, we want to again
would be open during the event highlight all of the great things
and attendees can also obtain that continually take place on
their student ID cards. Admitted our campus."

•O'Bryan
From Front
All Star Rodeo Team is fashioned
after
Wrangler's
Champion Pro Rodeo Team,
which includes superstars like
Trevor Brazile, Joe Beaver, Dan
Mortensen, Dustin Elliot, Kelly
Kaminski, Will Low and, Hallof-Famer. the
late
Jim
Shoulders.
"We are excited to, again this
year, expand Wrangler's rodeo
sponsorship program at the high
school level," said Jeff
Chadwick, director of special
events for Wrangler Rodeo."As
always, it gives us a tremendous
sense of pride to associate the
Wrangler brand with promising
young men and women. We're
confident each member of the
team will be an outstanding
goodwill ambassador for the
sport of rodeo."
Members of the Wrangler
High School All Star Rodeo
Team receive official coinpetition apparel consisting of
Wrangler Twenty X shirts
embroidered with the team logo
and two pairs of competition
jeans. In addition, team mem-

Tft

ZUB
hers receive an official team
certificate signed by Wrangler
Jeans and Shirts president, Phil
McAdams.
"You also get the honor of
being selected and put into the
yearbook at nationals," O'Bryan
said.
"Wrangler's NHSRA spnsorship is a natural extension of our
professional and collegiate
rodeo programs," Chadwick
said. "We are confident the
NHSRA partnership will reinforce Wrangler brand loyalty
with the youth market."
"The NHSRA owes much of
its success to the support of its
national sponsors," said Kent
Sturman, general manager of
the NHSRA."We are excited to
have a prominent company like
Wrangler once again step forward to help us meet the ever
increasing challenges facing out
young people today. Cowboys
can always depend on Wrangler
to support the infrastructure of
rodeo and our members are
thrilled to have Wrangler as a
sponsor and are proud to wear
their products in and out of the
competition arena."

Occasional
Tables,
Home Office

ecliners

$ DAY

C'ommittee members have
been assigned neighboring communities and will be visiting
them to recruit businesses and
potential additions to the committee.
In addition to offering the festival, the committee also works
to offer help to those researching their ancestral roots. Nance
said there is a lot of Scottish
heritage in the area and that
many people don't even realize
they are involved.
Aside from knowing a fami-

ALL
MATTRESS SETS
ALL SIZES
Twin • Full • Queun • King

3040% OFF

•Festival ...
From Front

Dep
Held

ly's heritage. there are also other
benefits to tracing ancestry.
Nance said that many clans
otTer benefits to family members.
"Clan Donald has a couple
castles in Scotland and members can stay there when they
visit. Many clans have 'perks'
like that," he said.
For more information on the
West
Kentucky
Highland
Festival or to find out how to get
involved,
visit
www.WKYhighlandfestival.co
m.
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Kentucky
News in Brief
Tenn. men sentenced in regional fraud scheme
PADUCAH. K.(AP) — Two West Tennessee men have been
sentenced to more than two years in prison each after pleading
guilty to bank fraud and other charges involving loans obtained
from a Kentucky bank and the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Prosecutors say 62-year-old Lloyd Aaron Smith of Dyersburg
was sentenced to 2 1/2 years and 66-year-old Neal Gordon Wall
was sentenced to two years and three months. They pleaded guilt)
last fall to bank fraud, mail fraud and money laundering charges in
connection with funds from Citizens Bank of Hickman in western
Kentucky and TVA.
They were also ordered to pay about $4.5 million in restitution.
The loans restricted the use of the proceeds to expenditures
related to the operation of a textile plant that Wall and Smith
opened in Hickman, but some of the proceeds were allegedly used
for unrelated businesses.

New i_veliny duunicies Lincoln's humble beginnings
KYSER LOUGHtedger & Times
SPECIAL THANK YOU CARDS: Kathy Salazar, right, and students at Calloway County Preschool recently presented
Thank
You cards and cookies to representatives from organizations who helped during the ice storm. Pictured, left to right, are:
Ted
Lovett from West Kentucky Rural Electic Cooperative Corporation, Jennifer Wilson from the Calloway County Chapter of
the
American Red Cross and Edwin Richerson from Murray Electric System.

TVA coal ash recycled in building materials
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE. Tenn.(AP) —
Long before a coal ash spill deluged a rural neighborhood, the
Tennessee Valley Authority was
spreading million of tons of
waste byproducts from its coalfired power plants across the
landscape — as recycled building materials.

"Yes, we are taking these
materials and we are reducing
the amount that goes into disposal and beneficially reusing
them. They are good products in
the manufacturing process,"
said Mike Sutton. who heads
TVA's coal byproducts marketing group.
The nation's largest public
utility, responding to a request
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from The Associated Press.
repotted Wednesday that it sells
about a third of the 7 million
tons of fly ash, bottom ash, gypsum and boiler slag generated
by its II coal plants each year.
Another 20 percent is reused
in construction projects on TVA
sites.
Over the years, TVA's coal
byproducts have ended up in
concrete for roads and bridges.
concrete blocks for buildings.
gypsum for wallboard, granules
for roofing shingles and grit for
sandblasters. The ash also has
become filler material for recreation areas, ball fields and
industrial parks.
One marketer. Columbia, SCbased SEFA Group, buys fly ash
from TVA and sells it to ready
mix concrete companies from
Alabama to Kentucky.
"It is one of the few things in
life that can reduce the cost and
improve the quality" of concrete, said Jimmy Knowles, the
company's vice president for
marketing.

Environmental groups and
plaintiffs' attorneys responding
to the 1.1 billion-gallon spill of
ash sludge and water that flooded homes and river inlets near
the Kingston Fossil Plant last
Dec. 22 have raised fears of
toxic metals in the grayish
muck.
But Sutton counters that up to
70 percent of the ash is silica or
sand, roughly 20 percent is aluminum compounds and about 10
percent is sulfur and iron.
"So when they talk about the
metals, they are talking about
trace metals ... because they are
in such small concentrations."
Sutton said.
Coal ash "is about as toxic as
din," said Mike McDonald with
the American Coal Ash
Association.
On Thursday, the TVA board
will discuss the spill in its first
meeting since the disaster and a
congressional committee will
hold a separate hearing on
whether to increase federal regulation of coal byproducts.

HOMENVILLE. Ky.(AP) — The first of four new pennies
chronicling Abraham Lincoln's rise from a small Kentucky cabin
will be put into circulation Thursday to honor the 16th president's ;
200th birthday.
The coin's front is unchanged, but the reverse depicts a tiny log
cabin, representing the one-room dwelling where Lincoln was
born near Hodgenville, Kentucky.
The new one-cent piece is being unveiled by the U.S. Mint as
part of Lincoln's bicentennial celebration, being held Thursday
morning near his birthplace.
The remaining coins, set for release later this year, show other
phases of Honest Abe's life: a young man reading while sitting on
a log during his formative years in Indiana; Lincoln the state legislator speaking in front of the Illinois capitol. and the unfinished •
dome of the U.S. Capitol.

Lawmakers to consider gambling bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A legislative committee is scheduled
to consider a proposal to allow more gambling at Kentucky horse
tracks.
The issue is on the agenda for a House Licensing and
Occupations Committee at 9 a.m. EST on Thursday. House
Speaker Greg Stumbo said last week that the gambling initiative
was on hold and that he didn't know whether it would be dealt
with at all in this legislative session.
The proposal calls for allowing video gambling terminals at
seven horse tracks. Stumbo said the move could generate up to
$340 million a year for the state by taxing the gambling revenues.

Party planned near Lincoln's birthplace
HODGENVILLE. Ky.(AP)— Kentucky will celebrate
Abraham Lincoln's birthday with a party near his birthplace.
The celebration was to be at the place where the nation's 16th •
president was born 200 years ago Thursday.
But the Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National Historic Site near
Hodgenville suffered considerable tree damage from the recent ice
storm. So organizers moved the party to nearby Larue County
High School.
The park will be open Thursday.
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10 A.M. — WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
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FESTIVAL PLANNERS: West Kentucky Highland Festival committee members recently
met
!o plan this year's games. Pictured are: top row from left to right, Brad
Robertson. Pete
._ancaster. Mike Smith and Jim Nance. Front row, Anthony Schaeffer, John
McConnachie. Bob
'Ialentine and Darrell Duncan. Not pictured were Debbie McConnachie and Carnile
Duncan.
See story on front page.

(1,ECTRIC)
After 63 years of continuous service and through 2 generations of ownership,
Wells
Electric company will cease operation effective 2/28/09.
We are truly thankful for our many business friends and customers. It has
been a privilege to serve you for these many years.
A final word of appreciation to our past employees. Your skills and dedication
enabled
Wells Electric to pro
ide quality electrical
,•i- vices
since
our
heginning in 1945.
Best Wishes,
Fred & Sharon Wells

Working
Summer
Vacations
Fred Wells. left 8. Gene T Wells,
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Obituaries

Troops throng Afghan capita after Taliban attacks

bloscoe Underhill
Moscoe Underhill, 90. Green Valley Road. Dexter. died
Wednesday. Feb. II. 2(X)9. at II a.m, at his home. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Denver Ray Callihan
Denser Ray Callihan. 80. Benton. died Wednesday, Feb. II.
20/9. at his home. An Army Air Corps veteran of World War II and
the Korean Conflict, he was an ironworker and boilermaker. retiring from the railroad. He was also selfemployed at Callihan Motors of Benton.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Margie
Lucille Hall Callihan: his parents, Josh Callihan and
Cordia Carmack Callihan; two sisters. Thelma
Gregory and Vada Strain: one brother, Curtis Keith Callihan.
Survivors include his wife, Ellon Marie Callihan; four sons.
Dennis Callihan and wife, Rene. Symsonia. Jerry Callihan and wife.
Carol, Fairdealing. Larry Callihan and wife. Lori. Lynn Grove, and
Jack Devor and wife. Kathy, Cape Girardeau. Mo.: two sisters.
Hazel Smith. Barbourville. and Gertrude Nation. Blairsville, Ga.;
six grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren: one great-grandchild;
seven stepgreat-grandchildren. The funeral will be Sunday at 3 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. John T.
Sheppard will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens, Benton. Visitation will he at the funeral home
from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Caroline Rodden

in
is-

ed

Mrs. Caroline Rodden. 92, Glasgow, formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday. Feb. 10, 2009, at Glasgow Health and Rehab, Glasgow.
A homemaker, she was a member of St. Matthews by the Lake
Lutheran Church, Draffenville. Preceding her in death were her husband. Daniel Redden, and her parents, Raymond G. Healy and
Caroline Kehoe.
Survivors include two daughters. Jeanette Chase and husband,
Everett. Glasgow, and Carol Weissman and husband. Sam. Nyack.
N.Y.: one son. Raymond Redden and wife, Tcna. Buford. Ga.; one
brother. William Healy and wife. Mildred. Florida: four grandchildren. John and Craig Skiptunis, New York. N.Y., Sharon Redden.
Buford, and Robert Redden. Richmond, Va. A memorial service will
be held at a later date. Patton Funeral Home of Park City is in
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.pattonfuneralhome.com. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to Kosair Charities. P.O. Box 37370. Louisville. KY 40233 or
St. Matthews By The Lake Lutheran Church, 3966 U.S. Hwy. 641
North, Benton, KY 42025.

Howard Brown Armbruster

KABUL (APi -- Heavily
armed
government troops
thronged
the
streets of
Afghanistan's capital this morning . stepping up security before
the arrival of the new U.S.
envoy a day after Taliban attacks
showed how easily the city's
defenses can be breached.
Richard
Holbrooke.
President Barack Obama's
recently appointed envoy to
Afghanistan and Pakistan, was
expected later in the day for his
first trip to the country.
Security would have already
been high for such a visit. but
Holbrooke arrives following one
of the Taliban's most audacious
attacks on the capital.
In the east, meanwhile, a suicide bomber blew himself up
outside a police station in
Sharan, the capital of Paktika
province, killing an officer and
wounding 10 others, the Interior
Ministry said in a statement.
The Taliban regularly target
Afghan and foreign troops with
suicide and roadside attacks, and
other violent incidents have
already spiked this year.
On Wednesday, Taliban militants killed 20 people in a coordinated assault on three government buildings. Armed with
guns, grenades and suicide
vests, they stormed through barricades at the Justice Ministry in
the heart of Kabul and a corrections department building to the
north.
One attacker was killed
before he could force his way
into a third building, the
Education Ministry.
The Taliban claimed responsibility soon after the assault
began.
The attack served as a
reminder of the challenges facing Obama as he increases

The funeral for Howard Brown Armbruster will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel. Fulton. Rev. Deb Christenson
•
and Dr. Jack Acee will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Pleasant View Memorial Gardens, Fulton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Masonic rites
were Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Railroad Museum in South Fulton, do James D. Cruce, 4381 Hwy.
45 E.. South Fulton,TN 38257. Online condolences may be made at
www.hombeakfuneralchapelcom.
Mr. Armbruster. 90. Fulton, died Monday morning. Feb. 9, 2009.
VIENNA (AP) - Surging
at Baptist Hospital East. Memphis.Tenn. A retired conductor for the crude inventories and investor
Illinois Central Railroad. he was a World War II veteran serving in skepticism over the U.S. stimuthe United States Army and the United States Army Air Corps. He lus package dragged oil prices
was a member of Roberts Masonic Lodge #172. Fulton. the VFW, below $36 per barrel this mornUnion City, Tenn., and First Baptist Church and 3 C's Sunday ing.
School Class, Fulton. Born Jan. 22, 1919. in Fulton, he was the son
Investors seemed more wary
of the late Lana and Ava Lee Brown Armbruster. Also preceding him than relieved after U.S. lawmakin death were two sisters. Bessie Lee Green and Marion LeCornu.
ers finally agreed overnight to a
Survivors include his wife. Martha Jean Brown Armbruster. to $790 billion stimulus bill
whom he had been married for 61 years: one son. Lynn Armbruster designed to pull the economy
and wife. Cheryl. Arlington. Tenn.; two grandchildren. Brandon out of recession.
Armbruster, Memphis. Tenn.. and Crystal Armbruster,
Light, sweet crude for March
Murfreesboro, Tenn.: one brother. James I. Armbruster and wife. delivery fell 70 cents to $35.24 a
Marge. Murray; brother-in-law and sister-in-law, Charles Ray and barrel by midafternoon in
Pat Brown. South Fulton. Tenn.; two nieces. Annie Lee Stephens. Europe on the New York
South Fulton, and Melinda Douglas. Evansville, Ind.: two nephews. Mercantile Exchange. The conAlan LeCornu, Paducah, and Dr. James I. Armbruster II. Sterling. tract fell $1.61 overnight to setCOO.
tle at $35.94.
U.S. crude oil inventories
Mrs. Virginia L. Winningham
have jumped in recent weeks as
: No services or visitation for Mrs. Virginia L. Winningham are rising unemployment erodes
scheduled. Music City Cremation Services. Nashville. Tenn., was in spending on gasoline.
charge of arrangements. Mrs. Winningham, 76, New Concord, died
A weekly report Wednesday
Saturday. Feb. 7, 2009, at the Tennessee State Veterans Home. Her from the Energy Information
husband, Joseph W. Winningham VII. preceded her in death. Administration showed that
Survivors include six children. John Winningham. Missouri. crude inventories jumped by 4.7
Johanna Howe. Farmington, N.M., Daisy Robertson. Benton. million barrels for the week
Melody Quiroz, San Antonio. Texas. Joseph Winningham VIII. ended Feb. 6, more than an
Colorado Springs, Colo., and Whylie Winningham. Rosharon. increase of 3.4 million barrels
Texas; 14 grandchildren.
expected by analysts surveyed
by Platts. the energy information arm of McGraw-Hill Cos.
Including last week's build
up. crude inventories have
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An Afghan police man guards at a checkpoint in Kabul. Afghanistan.this morning. Heavily
armed government troops thronged the streets of Afghanistan's capital stepping up security
before the arrival of the new U.S. envoy to the region the day after Taliban attacks showed
how easily the city's security can be breached.
America's focus - and troop
levels - in Afghanistan. The
new administration has promised up to 30,(XX) new troops.
Holbrooke is helping the Obama
administration chart a new strategy to beat Taliban insurgencies
in both Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
Under rain and snow, troops
armed with heavy machine guns
swarmed street intersections in
Kabul on Thursday. checking
drivers' papers and searching

cars.
"Security measures have
been increased 100 percent, particularly at the gates of Kabul."
said Abdul Gafar Pacha, the
head of the police criminal
investigation unit.
All eight attackers died in
Wednesday's assaults, bringing
the death toll to 28. Another 57
people were wounded, according to the Interior Ministry.
Amrullah Saleh. the head of
Afghanistan's intelligence serv-

ice, said the attackers sent text
messages to a militant leader in
Pakistan before the attack.
Afghanistan has accused militants based in Pakistan's lawless tribal areas or Pakistan's
spy service of being behind several major attacks in Kabul.
including the bombing of the
Indian Embassy last July, an
assassination attempt against
President Hamid Karzai in April
and an assault on the luxury
Serena Hotel in January 2008.

Oil drops to $36 as inventories rise

Paid Obituary

Henry F. Russell

swelled by more than 30 million
barrels in the past six weeks.
-Conditions in the West and
globally remain quite weak,"
said Gerard Burg, minerals and
energy economist with National
Australia Bank in Melbourne.
"Given the economic outlook,
there's little to drive prices higher."
Forecasters continue to lower
their expectations for crude
demand. The
Paris-based
International Energy Agency
said Wednesday that global oil
demand in 2009 will likely be
84.7 million barrels per day.
570.000 barrels less than the
previous estimate.
"It's still a market that's really focused on demand," Burg
said. "I think there's potential
for conditions to weaken further."
Investors are also skeptical
that a Treasury Department plan
announced earlier this week to
spend more than $1 trillion to
help remove banks' soured
assets from their books and
unclog the credit markets will
work. "The bank plan lacked
specifics, and the market is quite
concerned that it won't kick
start the economy." said
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164 people and stirred fear that
the nuclear-armed neighbors
could slide toward war and that
Pakistan might he distracted
from its struggle against the
Taliban and al-Qaida.
India and the U.S. have
pressed Pakistan hard to dismantle Lashkar-e-Taiba. a
banned Pakistan-based group
fighting Indian rule in the divided Kashmir region that is widely blamed for the Mumbai carnage. Islamabad and New Delhi
have fought two out of their
three wars since 1947 over the
region.
India's Foreign Ministry
called Pakistan's announcement
"a positive development" and
said
it
would
consider
Islamabad's request for further
information.

The output cuts have failed to
counter surging U.S. crude
inventories and weakening
demand.
"All of the hand-wringing
regarding OPEC compliance
press releases aside. U.S. supplies of crude oil (foreign and
domestic) continue to build."
said energy analyst Stephen
Schork in his Thursday report.
"There is no reason to think
this trend will not continue."
In other Nymex trading,
gasoline futures rose 3 cents to
$1.30 a gallon. while heating oil
remained steady at $1.32 a gallon. Natural gas for March
delivery jumped Scents to $4.59
per 1.000 cubic feet.
In London, the March Brent
contract rose 19 cents to $44.47
on the ICE Futures exchange.

S I OC K MARKET REPORT

BB&T

Pakistan arrests 'main
operator' in Mumbai attacks

The funeral for Henry F. Russell will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Murray. Burial will follow in the Fossett Cemetery. Murray. No visitation is scheduled.
Mr. Russell. 84. died Tuesday. Feb. 3. 2009. after
t
a long illness. He was born March 6, 1924 in Murray.
ISLAMABAD (AP) Ky., the first of five children to Wesley Y. and Lillie
M. Russell. Visitation was held from 9 a.m. to 3 Pakistan acknowledged for the
p.m. Monday at Turlock Funeral Home, 425 N. first time that the Mumbai terrorist attacks were launched
Soderquist Rd.. Turlock. Calif.
He was a World War II veteran. After his military service he from its shores and at least partmade his home in California. He belonged to the VFW and was also ly plotted on its soil, saying
a 32nd degree In the Masonic Lodge. He loved working in his gar- today that it had arrested most
den while family enjoyed the rewards. He enjoyed sitting in his gar- of the main suspects including
den with his dog Chuckle. They would bird watch together. He and one described as "the main
his wife especially enjoyed their summer vacations to his hometown operator."
Interior Ministry chief
of Murray. He will be missed by all that loved him and all that knew
him. Survivors include his wife. Norma E. Russell. of64 years: two Rehman Malik said Pakistan
daughters, Barbara Gray and husband. Byron. and Carol Spurgin. has started criminal proceedings
and husband. Everett; two granddaughters. Kimberly Shackleford against eight suspects - some
and husband. Dave. and Rene McCormick; one grandson. Kenny of them also named by India as
Story Sr.: nine great-grandchildren. Kenny Story Jr.. Kyle Story. the masterminds of the attacks
Shelby McCormick. 8renna. Mardee. Ivy and Jade Shackleford. and - but he reiterated that authorKelsey and Kaylin Story; one brother, Wesley Russell. two sisters. ities needed more evidence
Sue Stom and husband. Donald, and Elaine Donelson: sister-in-law, from New Delhi to secure convictions.
Robbie Russell. One grandson. Kelly Story, preceded him In death
The revelations suggest
by two days due to a hit and run accident. Also preceding him in
death were one brother. Joe Russell. half brother. Newt Russell. and Pakistan is serious about punishing those behind the
half sister, Jimmie Russell.
November attacks, which killed

Christotter Moltke-Leth, head
of sales trading for Saxo Capital
Markets in Singapore.
Falling prices may eventually
trigger a recovery in the medium-term. as producers could
reduce supply from high-cost oil
fields that have become unprofitable.
"I think the cost of production is going to increasingly
become an issue," Burg said. "If
it becomes unprofitable. most
producers would seek to cut
back."
The
Organization
of
Petroleum Exporting Countries,
which accounts for about 40
percent of global crude supply,
said earlier this week it has completed about 80 percent of 4.2
million barrels per day of output
cuts
announced
since
September.
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Need Line
receives 797
applications
for service
in January

First Methodist UMW
requests help for sewing
I. nited Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church of Murray is needing some sewers to complete the dresses
and shorts for the children of Central
American to be taken
by the mission
team.
Due to the ice storm, the UMW wa,
not able to complete all of them. Cut out
dresses and shorts may be picked up in
the UMR room of the church.
For more information contact Paula
Hulick at 753-0323.

Murray-Calloway County
Need Line received 797 applicalo's
tions for help during the month
of January. according to Tonia
Datebook
Casey. executive director.
By Jo Burkeen
These were 757 for food; 36
Community
Cagle account set up
for utilities; 9 for rent; four for
Editor
James and Mary Cagle of Murray recentmedication and medical transly lost their home by fire. The family has
portation; 220 for personal and
set up a special account at BB&T Bank for anyone who wishhygiene products; 35 for unemes to donate for their benefit. All donations should be mailed
ployed: 754 with inadequate
to BB&T Bank, c/o Darryel Lee. 500 Main St.. Murray. KY
income; 4 for money manage42071.
ment: 1 for homeless; and 172
children served per week with
Charity event planned
the Back Pack program.
Maurices Inc.. Murray. will be taking donations for the Cal
Photo provided
Casey said Need Line is low STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway County Middle School has selected the seventh
grade loway County Clothes Closet from Monday. Feb. 16. throw
on all items listed as follows:
"Students of the Month" for January. They are from left, Katherine Herndon, Courtney Friday. Feb. 21. Persons may bring donations, all sizes accept
Tuna, salmon, saltine crack- Outland, Tristan McCallister and
Lorynee Deitz. The teachers selected these students for ed, to the store. For every three items donated, you will receive
ers, canned ham, peanut butter, their
a 20 percent off coupon.
outstanding character and for exemplifying the qualities of a Laker.
juice. cereal and dry beans for
pantry; bread for freezer/cooler;
DAR luncheon Saturday
dish liquid, shampoo, toilet
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
paper tooth paste and baby diaAmerican Revolution will have its Good Citizen luncheon on
pers size 4 and 5 for personal
Dr. Bob Lochte. a professor March 19-21.
exist without television. On the Saturday at noon at August Moon. Christin
Gong, a senior at
hygiene and cleaning supplies; and chair of the department of
While doing research for his other hand, local live wrestling Murray High. and Jordan Bumpus, a senior at Calloway Counlarge brown paper bags to fill journalism and mass communi- radio show about
the 1950s,The programs were good business ty High. will be honored as the DAR Good Citizens for their
for clients; toaster pastries, fruit
cations
at Eisenhower Hour®. Lochte read for television stations throughrespective schools. Wilma Beatty and Roberta Whitley will be
juice boxes and cheese and
Murray State many men's magazines of the out the 50s and
60s, and today hostesses. All members and prospective members are invited.
crackers for Back Pack proUniversity, has era, fueling his fascination with national
wrestling telecasts are
gram.
been invited to the sophistication of the
ICS ad among the most popular proDebris locations listed
The Senior Commodity Food
present
the campaign.
grams on at least three netFor individuals wishing to dispose of tree limbs and brush
program pick up day will be
results of his
"I was fortunate to find an works," Lochte said.
caused by the recent ice storm. Calloway County has estab-:
from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
recent research
Lochte has been at Murray lished two locations, Calloway County Road Department, 105.
Thursday. Feb. 19.
at two national archive of ICS papers at the
The Need Line Board will
conferences University of Scranton and be State since 1988. As host of The East Sycamore St... and Calloway County Fairgrounds, Ky,
able to interview Bill Donovan Eisenhower Hour® on WKMS- Hwy. 121 North. Individuals may drop their debris at no charge
meet Monday at 12:30 p.m. in
this spring.
who was in charge of advertis- FM, Murray State's National on Monday. Wednesday, Friday and Saturday from 8 a.m. ti
the Need Line meeting room.
His
first
Leckie
ing." Lochte said.
Public Radio station. Lochte 2 p.m. No other trash will be accepted.
presentation.
Lochte's second presentation, takes a fun and nostalgic look at
"Is There a Pink Slip in Your
Four Rivers Group will meet
Future? Fear Appeal in "Big Time Wrestling on TV: A the 1950s by bringing the past
Four Rivers Music Friends is scheduled to meet Sunday at
Magazine Advertisements of the Symbiotic Relationship," will into the present and putting such
1950's for the International take place at the American popular culture subjects as 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For more inforCorrespondence Schools (ICS) Culture Association Annual music, lifestyles. fads, the writ- mation contact Velvaleen at 753-6979. All members are urged
of Scranton, Pennsylvania," will Convention in New Orleans, ten word,entertainment, celebri- to
attend.
take place at the Southwest April 8-11.
ties and politics in context of
Colloquium of the Association
Lochte admits that he has been their time and place. The
Blood Drive scheduled
for Education in Journalism and a fan of professional wrestling Eisenhower Hour®
A Blood Drive for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
can be heard
Mass Communications at the since childhood.
on Fridays at 11 a.m. and Blood Bank will be Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
University of Mississippi:
. "The ptomotions Cputcl not Sundaysia 6 pan.
social hall of First United Methodist Church. For more infor• Firlatiod C311 MeliSsiellEaslev at 753-80%.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Lodge 592 will meet
Three students from Murray
Woodmen of World Lodge 592 will meet tonight (Thursday)
were named for academic honat 6 p.m. at the Harmon Woodmen building on Andrus Drive
ors for the fall semester at
off North 4th Street.
Western Kentucky University.
Rachel A. Bowman and
Relay for Life event Friday
David M. Russell were named to
The Murray Bank Relay for Life team will have a Valenthe President's list for having a
tine's Day bake sale on Friday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
grade-point average of 3.8 to
main office at 405 S. 12th St. All proceeds will benefit the
4.0.
American Cancer Society.
Lauren D. Walker was named
to the dean's list for having a
grade-point average of 3.4 to
Angel Alert issued
3.79 on a 4.0 scale.
An Angel alert has been issued by The Harbour Youth SerTo be eligible for either list.
vices Center at Calloway County High School. A single parstudents must have at least 12
ent family needs a 3.1 liter engine for a 98 Chevy Malibu. II
hours of coursework that semesyou are interested in donating or need more information call
ter. Also, students who list their
the center at 762-7390.
information as "confidential" in
TopNet will not be listed.
Special program tonight
"Atheism" An Atheist's View" by Terry McCreary, Chemistry Department. Murray State University, will be tonight
Gold Has Never Been Higher!. _
(Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the Barkley Room of MSU Curris
Center. A question and answer session will follow. This series,
"Atheism: Pro and Con" is sponsored by the History DepartSATURDAY ONLY!
ment of Murray State University. The public is invited.
I I am.• 4 p.m.
Photo provided
PAWSITIVE AWARDS: Each week Murray Elementary students who earn "pawsitives"
VFW meeting is tonight
Magnolia Ma Room
throughout the week receive special rewards. Students selected from each class meet with the
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies AuxilLook for the
,•0
principal, Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for Feb. iary will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Nation6th were: P1: Kaynion Frost, Dakota Lawson, Skylar Poivich-Swartz; Mystah Benjamin, al Guard Armory. according to Commander David Foley. All
300 Mam St.. Hwy. 641 S
Hazel KY
Caroline Bray; P2: Tommy Miles, Gavin Hager, Heaven Hudspeth, Kaliya Morris and Sinclaire veterans are urged to attend.
Miller; P3: Emily Reed, Kaleasha Dillard, Grant Jones, Cassa Doran and Ian Jett; P4: Elijah
Bring Your Scrap Go'd & COWS
Good Life plans trip
Armstrong. Tessa Pryor, Sydney Coons, Hannah Derby, and Kristen Scott.
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to the Southern Women's Show in NashvIle. Tenn., on April I. The day
AA
will consist of shopping. food shows. makeovers, massages
A A
and much more. If you would like to travel with the Good
Life contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.
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Lochte to present paper at conference

Murray
students
named for
honors

UNITING GOLD

Spiceland Electric would like to express
our appreciation to the employees of
Murray Supply, Wholesale Electric,
Murray Electric System, and
West Kentucky R.E.C.C.
These organizations have gone well above
the norm for our community through
these difficult days.
We are truly thankful.
Spiceland Electric
Steve, Shelia, Jason, & Melissa Spiceland
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Lepanto Steak House
Pads, TN

Lunch Buffet

Ottif

Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-4 p.m.

gthiCL3

'Red Dogwood
*Knock-Out Rose
*Gift Certificatec
Open:
Mon.-Fri. 9-4

em,

$4.99*
$6.99*

Sunday All Day

6.)

Special
A

8 oz. Ribeye w/Salad
& Dessert Bar

-

$7.49*

"Drinks not included
OFFER ONLY VALID WITH COUPON
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1305 L Wood Street, Pads, TN
(731)641-1791
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'riter's
Potpourri will
meet
Saturday at
9:30 a.m, at
the Calloway
County
Public
Library. All
interested
writers are
invited
to
attend.
Wilma J.
Wilma Sanders, Sanders.
director, has
Director
released
some 01 the poems written by participants as follows:

Writer's
Potpourri
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Potpourri will meet Saturday at public library
ate
Full of nietvy and great power
My trust is always in you
No matter what the hour

beat
We're going to put AnienLans
back on their feet

has passed
I could have given
you a Yankee dime
Can't redo what's
gone by
I would transfer
to another school.
not knowing that
you loved me'
Or I kned you
It was so real
and It was such
a nice feel.
To know you and I
was so loved
by one another

Eigollia Class

A Drainage Dream
By Rev. Don Robinson
I had a dream one night
A wonderful dream so real
It was of happiness to feel
I saw a man a leader to me
He had to be our president in D.C.
He had the power of office, you
see
He was to Amenca a better economy
He said we will and cannot be

By Lends Easley
I should have listened
to my heart.
I wasn't that smart.
I was still in school.
The Golden Rule.
We used to sit
in English class
and also looked
out the same
window glass
A lot of time

Slow aged Sarosdy
History Malting
by Michael Jay Inman
Regardless what you believe,
more history has been made
in our i.ountry
Some ale glad
and some iire mad
Others thought it
could ne%er he
And yet it has
come to pass
For we have our
first black president
If he does good or not.
We need to support our leader

By Dorothy Locke Inman
Sitting and awaiting
for ow nde home.
He's getting itchy.
feeling like he's alone
For I can sit quietly
but he wants logo
He's always speedy.
I'm taking it slow_
Slow down, take it easy.
Time will fly by.
yes indeed.
Then you'll complain.
Where did it gat
She's speeding up
And I'm taking it slow.

rasa,
By Wilma J. Senders
Wrap peace around me. Lord
In this hectic world
When troubles come upon me
Gets my mind into a whirl
It's you that can calm me
When I come to you in prayer
I lay my troubles on you
You always meet me there
You are gracious and compassion-

Let's Build Something Together -

_3nnouncemenls

Receive 10% off in-stocy
and Special Order
ENERGY STAR maor
aPeances Offer said
21209- 2/1509
Discount taken at
regster Not said or
previous sales
ristailaten and de very
fees. extended
protector dians. water
heaters. select
Fisner&Payker
a Electrolux items
See store iv cletai s

Price only includes labor for
installation of carpet and
pad purchased from Lowe's.
Offer limited to single-family
homes. Additional charges
may apply. Offer valid until
4/5/09. See store for details.

Emily Lynn
(Emi) Wade
Mr. and Mrs. Jameson Wade
of 511 Temple Hill Rd.. Almo,
arc the parents of a daughter,
Emily Lynn (Emi) Wade, born
on Sunday. Dec. 14, 2008, at
10:02 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
10 ounces and measured 19 3/4
inches. The mother is the former
Sarah Johnson.
Grandparents are Jackie and
Janet Wyatt of Alm. and Roger
and Anita Johnson and Bruce
and Jamie Wade. all of Murray.

Brayden
Charles
Winchester
Devon Winchester and Alicia
Ham of Hardin are the parents
of a son, Brayden Charles
Winchester, born on Friday. Jan.
2, 2009. at. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
1 ounce and measured 20 inches.
Paternal grandparents are
Laura Lee Winchester of
Murray and Kevin Winchester
of Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.
England. His paternal greatgrandfather is Harold Fones of
Murray.
Maternal grandparents are
Glenna Snyder and Lonnie York
of Hardin and Terrell Ham of
Olive. His maternal greatgrandmother is Dorothy Ham of
Olive.
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On BLINDS AND SHADES

Offer valid 1/14/09- 2/20.X19 Please see store
for more details Discount taken at time of order
Not valid with any other product offer

s118

TO
ADVERTISE
WITH US
CALL
753-1916
"
11

now
$2748 '!

$5 mail-in rebate on all 1 -gallon
sizes of Valspar Signature Colors
Paint Offer valid 2/12/09 :
79 See store for details

— $5

rebate
$2248 A.tet,n
rebate

BASIC INSTALLATION OF
BLINDS AND SHADES
with the purchase of
$400 of any in-stock
Owens Corning
insulation Via mal-in
rebate Offer valid
2112/09' 216/09.
See store for details

PINK*.iska

Reinvest your tax refund in your home.
Get started at Lowes.com/HomeWise, where you'll find valuable
tips from MONEY Magazine. For your convenience, you can also
cash your tax refund check at Lowe's, no purchase necessary.

k
ilitS1PGATinta
kierantsed

(iD 2009 Time Inc MONEY is a registered trademark of Time Inc Used by permission
Does not constitute endorsement by MONEY of Lowe's or any products'brands
SPEC I A LVALUEI

now
Si88 sqPer tt

YOUR
CHOICE

was
s2"

SPECIALVALUE!

now

$698ed

12" x 12"
Multicolored Slate Tile
•Gauged for easy onstailatioii
#131691

was
$898

Bright White or Daylight
4-Pack 60-Watt Equivalent
CFL Light Bulbs
S77180:79261

SINICIAL
VALUE!

now

MIEN

NEW LOWER 61111111111

NEW LOWER 11111118,11

NIEW 4.031111111110PAM

now

now

now

was
dr. each *298 each
2" x 4" x 96" Top Choice
Kiln-Dried Whitewood
Stud st 001

r

was 52898

vraispar• Signature
Colors interior
Eggshell Finish Paint
*213457

i SIN II Mil

$118 pnce includes basic
installation labor only.
Requires purchase of
refundable in-home
measurement fee and
three or more blinds/shades
from Lowe's. Additional
charges may apply. Offer
limited to single-family
homes See store for details.

sn-77

_ir

PRICE

LEVOLOR

Selected
tot strode tit
on speeervice
Sarlaced on / seies

tes

NEW

Lowuri

$49

was
$5997

5 + 2 Day Programmable
Thermostat
•ENERGY STAR qualified
1139500

.
0)E0/0 LLOSEOUT MODEL
Li/off APPLIANCES

0

Look for yellow clearance labels throughout
Appliance department. Includes select refrigerators.
clothes washers and dryers, dishwashers, ranges and
over-the-range microwaves. Price iorflesAr. discount.
Quantities limited. While supplies last. Selection may
vary by store See store for details.

S1897
Micro Allergen Extra
Reduction Filter
Sizes vary by market

$98

was t108
was

5108
Windemere Oil-Rubbed
Bronze Bath Faucet
•4 Lenterset •timiteci
ideurne warranty *290863

0/.. POWER TOOLS. PNEUMATICS
& COMPRESSORS, BENCHTOP
OTT TOOLS AND HAND TOOLS
Look for yellow clearance labels throughout Tool
department. Applies to select clearance tools Price
reflects discount. Selection may vary by store Offer
starts 2/12/09. While supplies last. See store for details

$89
8' Fiberglass
Stepladder
•250 lb load
capacity
•Includes Tool Tra-Top- M913195

0/0 SEASONAL

Li off HEATING
Apples to portable electric heaters. portable constiiuction
healers, kerosene heaters and accessories. fireplaces and
mantels fireplace accessories fireplace maintenance. gas
ogs ail stoves and vent free gas space heating. Starts
'209 Discount taken at register White supplies last
ten may vary by store See store for detaiis

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
Prices may vary after 2.15090 there as marks mations lhas" tames cItes adysiesemrt ewe a effect on 2 509, and in* say based or LOWE'S Everyday Low Price policy +$131 wife howl meet madman airy ociuoes see icr retailer :abort, carve rc
,aiwi.kaseo iris Limes Offer n knew IC,
Iewdeotwi hires. iialeona :rages may any aide does nOliricsude arty ontoevzator Or ari, otne VMS labOc Sv011 as reeirnal kauliaway or mosing if turvture Voti-larri and .xiis ec.el plOpectieS
.41 be priced tis ouote onfy Ciew not valid 0r gia Ow,came ore Necroses and may not be weal* a wiir area See store for additonal rikenatice and hero of if boat* caroe Deer said anti 4509 See stoie for *as We reserve the nitt 'o env Nantes
Ahile rees strives tr be ;twata arintenteral ertrs me, xo.ar We IPSerre tiS 'eft 10 =led any error Picts antiprotons aeon to US tabors oei 020:@ds
'cps ieseyed _oive s ano gave design d'e 'egstefed tradernanis
D9C29'
;010291/003 DITS 001009.011.013 CIS 023030 C1403; 038040041 OEO OF6.106S.0t3 OM 11112413113.
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Special concert this Sunday

Photo submitted
COFFEEHOUSE SHOW: Greg Wood,son of Vi and Dan Wood of Murray, is pictured here during a recent Solo performance at Mugsy's Hideout Restaurant. Accompanying himself on
acoustic guitar. Wood's songs were from Current and classic rock, country, bluegrass and
blues music In addition to playing guitar, he is a saxophone player in the Calloway County
High School Laker Band. Greg studies guitar with Conny Ottway.

Playhouse performances rescheduled
AN IN Li LIC I ol 11;t1,:11
OW area
01 the
recent winter weather, plans for Playhouse in the
Park's first show of the 2009 season have
changed. "The Wizard of of was scheduled to
open Feb. 20. However. Lisa Cope, executive
director, announced this week that the show has
been pushed back for one week. Opening night
will now be Friday. Feb. 27.
"There has been so much interest in this show.
we wanted to get the word out as soon as possible
about the date change. We felt this change was
beneficial, not only to our cast and crew who lost
a week's rehearsal time, but also to those in the
community who want to see this show and perhaps
needed a little more time to get their lives back on
track," Cope said.
This much-loved classic story of Dorothy Gale
and the people she encounters over the rainbow
will run for three weekends, closing on Sunday,
March IS. Show times are Friday and Saturday

c).entilp at 7 p.m. and Sunda) attertioonN at 2.30.
Tickets will soon available through Playhouse's
new Web site. playhouseinthepark.net. or by contacting Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau at
759-2199. "I would encourage everyone to check
out the new website," Cope said. "We are
extremely pleased with how it looks and how easy
it is now going to be to purchase tickets. Ticketing
is a problem we've had in the past and I think our
patrons are going to be very pleasantly surprised
by how user-friendly this site is."
Also affected by the date change are auditions
for the theatre's next production. "High School
Musical 2." These auditions were originally
announced for Feb. 23 and 24. but they will now
be held on Feb. 21 at 10 a.m. and Feb. 22 at 2 p.m.
at Covenant Youth Ministries'Creator,i.10 North
12th St. in Murray, directly across from
McDonald's. Show dates for "High School
Musical 2" will still be April 24 through May 10.

With
Valentine's
Day
approaching, if you are looking
for a "sweet" concert, then
come
to
Murray
State
University's Performing Arts
Hall Sunday at 3:30 p.m. Tenor
Randall Black and pianist A.
Matthew Mazzoni will present a
recital entitled "Three Facets of
Love." It will consist of three
songs cycles, each featuring a
different "facet" of love. The
first cycle. "Dichterliebe," by
Robert Schumann, literally
translates to "Poet's Love" and
is a setting of 16 poems by
romantic German poet, Heinrich
Heine. The second cycle, Dies
Natalis(Day of Birth) by Gerald
Finzi is a setting of 20th century
British poet, Thomas Traherric
and represents "divine love."
The final cycle features the sonnets of.the 14th century poet
Francesco Petrarca and his eternal love (eros) for his Laura.
These settings by romantic composer Franz Liszt are among the
most beautiful and difficult
songs written for both singer
and pianist.
Black has won critical
acclaim with orchestras and
opera companies throughout the
United States, including his
Carnegie Hall debut as the tenor
soloist in the Mozart Requiem,
the American premiere of
Henze's We Come to the River
with the Santa Fe Opera. and the
tenor bolos in "The Messiah"
with Robert Shaw and the
Atlanta Symphony. Recent
accomplishments include: his
European debut with a solo concert at St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Church in London. England. the
release of the compa•-t disc,"An
American Son: The Vocal
Works of Joseph Baber, Vol. I,"
the role of the evangelist in the
American premiere of CPE
Bach's 1769 "St. Matthew
Passion" and playing the role of
the evangelist in the world premks! Of William_Aventes "St.
Maslow Passiett.'t asoie he will
reprlie next year in Washington
D.C.. South Carolina, Virginia,
and Tennessee. Dr. Black

eLenti.s released a CD of traditional sacred works. "Then
Sings My Soul," with pianist
Mane Taylor.
As an active collaborator and
soloist. Mazzoni has performed
concerts across the U.S., Puerto
Rico and Australia. As a collaborator, he has performed music
written for virtually every
instrument, spanning eras from
the late renaissance through
contemporary works. A recent
recording project with flutist
Kyle Dzapo will be released on
RaodaN Rack
the Naxos label. Currently on
the MSU faculty, he has previ- and Performer Diploma from
ously
taught at
Indiana Indiana University. I addition to
University and the University of Mazzoni's passion for the
Michigan. Ile holds bachelor piano's many roles in the musidegrees in piano and music the- cal realm, his other interests
ory from the University of include literature, art, philosoMichigan, and a masters degree phy and theology.
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•The Maiden Alley Cinema in Recital Hall.
downtown Paducah will show
the Oscar-nominated film,
• The Quad State Senior
"Milk," starring Sean Penn, Band Festival will take place tri
every day until Feb. 19. The MSU's Lovett Auditonum all oar
Swedish vampire movie "Let the from Feb. 19 to Feb. 21.
Right One In" was held over by
:•
popular demand and will screen
• Murray State Universittii
again at 9:30 p.m. Friday and Cinema International series war
Saturday. For other details, visit present
"Abduction:
The
www.maidenalleycinema.com.
Megumi Yokota Story" at tie
Curtis Center Theater Feb. 1%
..
• Murray State University's 20 and 21 at 7:30 pip.
Cinema International series will Admission la free and students,
present the 1943 Best Picture faculty, staff and the community
Oscar winner "Casablanca" at are invited.
the Curris Center Theater
Thursday,
Friday
and
• The Symphonic Wind
Saturday
at
7:30
p.m. Ensemble and Jazz Orchestra
Admission is tree and students, Concert will be at 7 p.m. Friday.
faculty, staff and the community Feb. 20 at Lovett Auditorium.
are invited.
• The Paducah SymphoOy
• Grand Rivers Variety at the Orchestra will present "In a
Badgett Playhouse in Grand Metropolitan Mood" at the
Rivers will present "Hee-Haw: Carson Center at 7:30 p.m.
Pickin' and Grinnin" from Saturday, Feb. 21. For tickets.
Friday until March 27. For call (270) 450-4444 or e-mail
details, Visit VAVW grandriversve- boxoffice id theca rsoncen ter org
riety.corn.
To add an event to the arts
• Tuba player Lincoln Rowe calendar, contact Hawkins
will play a senior recital in 2 p.m. Teague at
753-1916 or
Saturday at MSU's Farrell hteague@murrayledger com
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Racers back in Brockman's picture
CALLOWAY QB C()ULD
PLAY FOR MURRAY

STATE AS WALK-ON
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Murray State is back in the picture for
Calloway County quarterback Casey
Brockman.
• The Lacers' 3.000-yard passer met with
Rpm head coach Matt Griffin on Tuesday
od has been offered a spot on the team as a
erferred walk-on.
Brockman already has scholarship offers
from Division II schools Southwest Baptist
•

i

dnd Hai-thug Univeisity as well as NAIA
Lambuth University.
This fall, Murray State was one of a handful of Division 1 schools pursuing Brockman
as a scholarship quarterback, but stopped
recruiting the two-year Calloway starter and
instead signed a quarterback out of
Memphis. Tenn.
Earlier this week. however. Calloway
head coach Josh McKeel contacted the Racer
coaching staff to ask if they'd be interested in
Brockman as a walk-on.
"They said they needed a guy that could
run the option and do some things that I
obviously can't do,- said Brockman. "But
they said they'd be interested in me as a

walk-on. so I've kind of thought about it
again and it's another option."
Brockman also has been offered a walkon spot at Memphis. According to
Brockman. the decision will likely come
down to Murray State, Southwest Baptist
and Lambuth.
"Playing in my hometown, I've grown up
always wanting to play here, so that would
he really nice, but at the same time I have to
do what's best for myself," he said. "If
Murray State's what I want to do, it's obviously a very good academic school and it's
home, but then again, there isn't any money."
Brockman said he hopes to have a decision as soon as possible.

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
In addition to scholarship offers from Division II and NAIA
schools, Casey Brockman is considering walking on at
Murray State.

KHSAA STATE SWIMMING MEET PREVIEW

Passing The Tore

LOUISVILLE HOOPS
ROUNDUP

KATHY WILLENG .• AP
Louisville's head coach Ricki Pitino gestures
and yells during the second half of their
60-47 victory over St. John's at Madison
Square Garden on Sunday.

Banged-up
Cards prepare
for Irish
LOUISVILLE WALL TRY '10
VWIN 1 i'fH OUT OF 12

courtesy of Krissy &be'
Murray swimmers from left) Vic Verburg, Shae Lea McKinney, Anne Ferguson and
Lauren Erickson will take part in the KHSAA state meet
this weekend in Louisville Erickson qualified for two individual events, while all four girls
will swim as members of the 400 freestyle relay team.

ERICKSON, RELAY SWIMMERS HOPE TO BUILD ON LAST YEAR'S ACHIEVEMENTS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
hen Lauren Erickson became Murray's
first regional champion swimmer last
weekend while qualifying for state in
two individual events, one of the first
people she wanted to talk to was
Caitlin Williams.

W

Williams was a Tiger swimming pioneer in her
own right last season. becoming Murray's first.
ever individual representative at the KHSAA state
meet.
This season, the torch has been passed to
Erickson, whose first place crown in the 1(X)
backstroke and second place finish in the 100 butterfly have her primed for a trip to Louisville's
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Ralph White Natatorium this weekend.
"I really wanted to pursue what Caitlin did and
go as an individual," said Erickson. who got her
first taste of state competition last year as a member of the 200 and 400 freestyle relay squads. "I
called Caitlin and told her and she was so excited
and she's actually coming up to Louisville to
watch us swim."
rickson, just a freshman, will join seniors
Shoe Lea McKinney and Anne Ferguson as
well as fellow freshman Vic Verburg as
members of Murray's 4(X) freestyle relay
team, which will also make the trip to state after
earning the last available at-large bid at regionals.
Erickson left the Owensboro meet assured of
her individual bids thanks to top two finishes. But
the status of the relay was very much up in the air
dteat the mercy of other scores throughout the
state.
After nearly a 24-hour waiting period, news
finally filtered down that the 4(X) relay would be
making a return trip to Louisville.
"It was driving us crazy, so my family just
went to Paducah to get away from the computer."
said McKinney. who also went as a relay member
last season. -We knew we were close to what we
had done last year. but we didn't know what the
rest of the state would do."
McKinney. Erickson and Ferguson were all
members of the state-bound relay team in 2(X)8
and were virtual locks for the slots this season
But with Williams graduating. the final spot in the
relay was left open for competition.
U >r,..ie SWIMMING. 28

E

This Weekend
KHSAA State Swimming & Diving Meet
When t
,i• ',alto far
Where: Ralph While Nlatatonum iLoursyille Ky
LOCSII competitors: Lauren ErKksoniMurrayi 100 back
slroke 100 butterfly gals 400 freestyle relay rMurray)

By MALCOLRI C. KNOX
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API — Without seeing or
hearing it himself, Louisville basketball coach Rick
Pitino knows the attitude his next opponent is
bringing into their Thursday night game.
Notre Dame
(12-10, 3-7 Big
Tonight
East Conference) Louisville at
Notre Dame
was riding high When
when
it
last Where .12,' e , '
played No. 5 Ind )
TV ESPN
Louisville (18-4. Records: LOursyolle 18.4 (9-2 Beg
9- I ). The Irish Ease, Notre Dame 12-10 13-7 Brg
were ranked 13th Emit)
in the country and near the top of the Big East with
only one conference loss.
That was a month ago.
Though the Fighting Irish's Luke Harangody led
all scorers with 28, they lost 87-73 in overtime to
the Cardinals on Jan. 12. scoring only two points in
the extra five minutes.
That loss was the first of seven in a row for
Notre Dame.
-Sometimes in the Big East, the schedule can —
it happened to us a couple of years ago — you can
get the type of schedule that just can kill you."
Pitino said.
Of the Fighting Irish's opponents during that
slide, six are ranked in the top 23.
The Cardinals have physical battle scars of their
ovvn, but as a team, their standing in the conference
Is solid for now. Louisville has won 10 of its last I I.
including against Notre Dame, and is second in the
Big East to ('onnecticut.
Louisville center Samardo Samuels had two
teeth knocked out during the Cardinals' win over St
John's on Sunday. Forward Terrence Williams has a
bad bruise and tendinitis in his wrist, and George
Goode had to have a cut under his mouth closed
with stitches after the game.
"Welcome to the Big East." Pitino said.
But with or without conference positioning on
the line or banged-up players. Pitino knows no
mercy will be coming during their trip to South
Bend.
"You know we're going into a hornets' nest." he
said. "You understand the locker room jargon on the
other side, what it's going to he like. We've just got
to play better defense this time around than we did
last time."
The Cardinals had six steals and nine blocks in
the earlier game. hut also allowed Notre Dame to
make 43 percent of its field goals and 45 percent oh
its 3-pointers. Louisville's Big East opponents are
shooting a combined 38 percent from the field and
30 percent from behind the arc.
Pitino's own team has had spurts of good offensive play but depends on its defense to carry them.
"This team wins because t)1 great effort." he
•See LOUISVILLE,28
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Carolina Blur

DURHAM. N.C. (AP) —
Tyler Hansbrough squared up in
front of the Cameron Crazies
and tossed up a long 3-pointer
-- just like he did three years
earlier.
Just as then. the North
Carolina star swished it through.
"Fm not scared to shoot
'em." Hansbrough said.
Here's something else that
never seems to change around
here: Hansbrough. walking off
Coach K's court a winner.
Ty Lawson scored 21 of his
season-high 25 points in the second half and the third-ranked
Tar Heels rallied past No. 6
Duke 101-87 on Wednesday
night.
Hansbrough scored 17 points
while remaining perfect at
Cameron Indoor Stadium for the
Tar Heels (22-2, 8-2 Atlantic
Coast Conference), who won
Their eighth straight while
becoming the first team in nine
seasons to hit triple digits
against Duke.
"Each year it's been different." Hansbrough said. "Our
freshman year, no one thought
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in order to become Murray's
first swimmer to earn her way to
Saturday's championships. Her
best shot will be in the 100 backstroke, where she's seeded 13th.
For Wand, the most exciting
thing about Erickson's rise to
regional prominence is her age.
"Right now, she's maximizing her abilities with the physical traits she has," he says. "But
as she gets older, she's going to
develop and get stronger and her
stroke and abilities are going to
change."

..qanders at pre-regional
Murray swimming practices might have wondered why some of the
girls jumped into water wearing
pantyhose.
But the practice doesn't seem
strange to Ferguson. It's a timehonored tradition that began
when Williams was still a Tiger
swimmer.
"We stop shaving halfway
through the season and then
have a shaving party right
before regionals," she divulged.
"We put on pantyhose and don't
take them off until we get in the
water for regionals and it feels
like we have new legs."
For Erickson, the weekend at
state may be just a little bittersweet. It will be the last time she
swims with her senior teammates, McKinney and Ferguson,
after nearly two years as relay
teammates.
She'll miss the traditions,
such as painting fingernails and
toenails black before races.
But for at least one more day,
the four teammates will get to
wear Tiger pride on their cuticks as they wade into the most
prestigious waters in Kentucky
high school swimming.
"It's been really fun to be a
part of it." says Verburg."When
they told me we were painting
our fingernails, I was like.
'What are we doing?' But I love
these kind of things and I hope
we keep doing them."

B

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXAN DER
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

we could come in here and win.
Tonight was one of those
things where you didn't want to
think about the record. We just
wanted to come out and play."
They came on strong down
the stretch, using late runs of 2511 and 14-0 to first take the lead
for good and then stretch it to
17. In the process, they snapped
the Blue Devils' 14-game home
court winning streak while
claiming first place in the ACC
standings.
Wayne Ellington and Danny
Green added 15 points apiece.
Green and Hansbrough joined
former Wake Forest standouts
Tim Duncan and Rusty LaRue
as the only players to beat Mike
Krzyzewski four straight times
on the Cameron court that now
bears his name.
Kyle Singlet scored 22 points
and Jon Scheyer added 20 to
lead Duke (20-4, 7-31, which
kept up with the uptempo Tar
Heels for about 30 minutes
before spiraling to its fifth loss
••
,ME AP
in six meetings with the hated Duke's Kyle
Singler (12) and David McClure, right, defend as
rival located 8 miles down
North Carolina's Ty Lawson (5) drives for the
basket
Tobacco Road.
Wednesday night.

was a welcome addition, but one coming down with the stomach
they might have liked to have flu on Tuesday morning
. As of
included sooner.
Wednesday afternoon, she was
"That was a big difference feeling better and plannin
g to
between this year and last year," leave for Louisville with
her
said Ferguson. "last year, we teammates today.
really bonded because we knew
Ironically enough, it won't be
the four of us were going to be the first time the Lady
Tiger
the team all season. It's kind of a swimmer has missed
practice
challenge to not know."
prior to a big meet this season.
Murray missed nearly an
hat was supposed to be entire week of pool time leading
a
nose-to-the-grind- up to regionals due to the ice
stone week of training storm. but Erickson surprise
d
for Erickson has turned herself with the times she was
into a battle with illness that has able to post at regional
s.
her wondering how she'll fare at
She knocked more than three
state.
seconds off her personal best
She missed practice on and finished the 100 butterfl
y in
Tuesday and Wednesday after 1:02.11. Projected to
finish third
in the 100 backstroke, she cut
her best time by just over two
seconds, vaulting herself into
first place.
"It's kind of a mystery, really," says Erickson. "We had to
miss five days of practice, and
those were really important
days. I thought going into it I
could get third or fourth and
have an at-large bid, but I had no
idea I'd be able to get first or
Murray. KY
second in either event.
"I hadn't dropped time the
entire season in the 100 fly. so I
Al
was just kind of hoping to drop a
half second or a second, so that
was really unexpected."
She'll have to finish in the
`50G 44ded
NiOrt
top 16 in Friday's preliminaries

OCODEDOAR

4
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•Swimming
From Page 1B
Head coach John Wand
experimented with different
swimmers in the spot throughout the season, then held a
swim-off in practice just several
weeks prior to regionals.
The winner of that event was
Verburg. and it was a long time
coming for the second-year
, swimmer.
"Last year, I tried out for a lot
of relays, but he wanted me as
more of an individual." she said.
"This year. I really wanted to be
in a relay and gave it my all
every time out."
For the three original members of the 400 relay, Verburg

limes

Call me today tor a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702!MY 121 N BYPASS• MURRAY,KT
SlaMs.
.corn
stuort_ele•eneller kyllbins.cem

KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
Wednesday s Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Betsy Layne 66 South Floyd 52
Bockhorn 66 Jackson Co 65
Burgon 54 Model 40
Carroll Co 78 Wahamstown 76 OT
Dayton 63 Cm SCPA Ohio 50
Franklin Co 78 Western Hills 43
Lou Eastern 72 Lou Moore 64
North Oldham 69 Lou Southern 55
Scott Co 81 Lou Western 53
St Henry 59 Coy Catholic 54
Girls Basketball
Alen Central 91 Pianst 36
Betsy Layne 67 South Floyd 47
Boone Co 68 Conner 42
Clay Co 59 Pineville 13
Dayton 69 Cm SCPA Ohio 27
Deming 49 Augusta 31
East Carter 49 Greenup Co 35

Harrison Co 47 Nicholas Co 40
Highlands 83 Ludlow 63
LaRue Co 47 John Hardin 33
Lawrence Co 76 Tug Valley W Va 52
Le. latayette 51 Lex Bryan Station
40
Le. Sayre 42 Lou Ky Country Day 24
Lemngton Catholic 54 Lou Assumption
47
Lou Eastern 60 Lou Moore 26
Lou Iroquois 77 Lou Central 53
Lou Sacred Heart 51 Coy Holy Cross
31
Lou Waggener 48 Lou Shawnee 38
Madison Central 59 Woodford Co 52
Montgomery Co 60 Franklin Co 59
Morgan Co 53 Fiaceland 48
Muhlenberg North 63 McLean Co 47
Notre Dame 57 Cooper 21
St Henry 50 Bishop Brossan 27
Villa Madonna 41 Scott 31

AROUND THE STATF

Ky. bill would
require icy pools
at practices
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Stinson has been charged with
A bill proposed by a Kentucky reckless homicide. He
has
legislator following the heat pleaded not guilty.
death of a high school football
The Lexington
Herajdplayer in August would require Leader reports that the
bill vas
football and other coaches to filed Tuesday by
Democratic
provide an icy pool at outdoor Rep. Joni Jenkins of
Louisville,
practices and events on hot days. She says it would let
coaches
Fifteen-year-old Max Gilpin know what is expected of
then,
of Louisville died of complica- and would protect players.
tions from heatstroke after colAn ice tub or icy pool can:Ise
lapsing at a practice for the used to quickly lower
a player's
Pleasure Ridge Park football core body temperature
if he
team. Coach David Jason becomes overheated.

NASCAR

Swagger is back for
confident Kevin Harvick
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — Kevin Harvick isn't
much on predictions. The 2007
Daytona 500 winner would rather
let his car do the talking.
Still, Harvick didn't hesitate
after a dramatic win in the
Budweiser Shootout last Saturday
when asked if his No. 29
Chevrolet is ready to make a serious run at ending Jimmie
Johnson's three-year reign atop
NASCAR's premiere circuit.
"I'm not going to sit up here
and promise you can we beat the
48 because they've been hard to
beat the last three years," Harvick
said.
Then, without skipping a beat,
he added with a smile "right now
we don't think anybody can beat
us."

It was the kind of stateingnt
Harvick didn't dare make a ytar
ago. when he came to Daytona:as
defending champion knowing:tie
had little shot at a repeat.
:•
"Last year at this point it *as
like,'Man. I hope we can keep:up
with the draft" Harvick said. ".
Harvick did, but was nevet a
threat to winner Ryan Newnatn.
He qualified 16th and ended I bp
14th.
It marked the start of a frosteuting four months as Richkrd
Childress Racing's longest
tenured driver struggled to find
any consistency. He went 12
straight races without making she
top 10 and was in danger of miissing the Chase for the championship for the first time sins,
:
2005.

•Louisville
From Page 1B
said. "This team wins because
they're together. So this is not
the most offensive, harmonious
basketball team I've ever
coached. It's just who we are."
Samuels is tied for second on
the team in steals and blocks in
conference play and says he's
ready to face Harangody and the
Irish again, new teeth and all.
"I've played against him,"

Samuels said. "I'm more comfortable with the stuff he does.
I'm not intimidated by him
being the Big East's leading
scorer or whatever he does."
Samuels had been through an
individual
workout
on
Wednesday and wasn't affected
by his newly repaired mouth and
braces, he said.
"I've been through way
worse stuff than that in my lifetime," he said.

or you and your sweetheart
romantic dining for you & your loved one!
• Candlelight dining Valentine's Evening
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Next to Lowe's

759-4653

Reader's Choice Winner For 7 Consecutive Years!
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[Monday

$8.50 Column Inch, 60'. Discount 2nd Run,
40"; Discount 3rd Run.
I All ,541:: Must RUII Within 0 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 1 ^, 1
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Fit 11 &AL
Fri. 11 am.
Nod p.m
NOn.5 p.m.
Wed 1 pm.
Thur. 11 a.m.
Thur. p.m

SIM Stiff

$825 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
4.1 it extra tor Smart Saver Mon C lassifteds go into Smart Saver
The Pubn,
hn' ma
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Thursday
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submitted matter

I

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1
916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnel/ Ave.-Office Hours:
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927

VISA

010
Wool
Mace

Leda
Wks

I SPRING/WINTER STORM 09 BRUSH PICK-UP

Help BMW

%WS to Buy

MCTA is hiring for a Part-time Escort
for a person that has- integrity.
I work ethic, since of responsibility

:lc looking

Qualifications

are:

4N-r T )141 I

•Iidust he at least 21 years old

1
1

.11 i%ls ('toll's.

-Valid KY Driver's License

THE ANNUAL SPRING/WINTER STORM 09 BRUSH
PICK-UP HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR THE CITY
OF MURRAY. ALL PROPERTY OWNERS SHOULD
HAVE BRUSH READY FOR PICK UP BY MONDAY,
FEBRUARY 16, 2009. AN EXACT DATE WHEN WE
WILL BE IN YOUR AREA CANNOT BE GIVEN. WE
WILL BE PICKING UP NORTH OF MAIN WORKING EAST TO WEST THEN SOUTH OF MAIN
WORKING WEST TO EAST.

-to%i4I Pith-top

.High-School Diploma or GED

-No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years
All qualified applicants must pass a pre-employment
resting before being considered any further
•DOT Drug and Alcohol lest
-DOT Physical
-Criminal Record Check
IITLE VI NOTICE Of PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
WOMAN AND MINORITIES
ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
Please submit application at Murray Calloway
Transit Authonty located at Itt I Transit Way
.71-972C

isF
%I 10
PAHIS

I PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS FOR BRUSH ONLY AND
ANYTHING OTHER THAN TREE OR SHRUB
DEBRIS WILL NOT BE PICKED UP.

I
1

ALL TREE AND SHRUB TRIMMINGS MUST BE
STACKED NEATLY IN PILES WITH CUTTINGS NO
MORE THAN SIX (6) FEET IN LENGTH. THERE
• IS NO LIMIT ON DIAMETER.

DISPOSAL OF BRUSH PLACED OUT AFTER THE
PICK UP IN YOUR AREA WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PROPERTY OWNERS. THIS IS A
ONE TIME FREE PICK-UP. QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS SERVICE MAY BE DIRECTED TO
• THE MURRAY STREET DEPARTMENT BY CALLING 762-0377.

tacie for doublewide wlwell. septic,
electricity. Near
Murray. 226-9534 after
7pm
USED motor oil pickup.Drum exchange

GET THIS I XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

144 a

setoodiaile

Custom Embroidery
A Screen Priming
New,Ltiridion

Anyone with a significant supporting or opposing
view IN invited to voice that opinion at thin meeting

Land and Water Conservation Fund
Program. Department for Local Government, 1024
Capital Center Drive. Suite 340, Frankfort.
Kentucky 40601 within two '21 weeks of the dote of
this meeting

1604 ftwy '1

sir in writing to

to Bid
Lawn Mowing Services
invitation

Murray Independent Board of Education is
epting sealed bids for lawn mowing services for
ttme period from April 1, 2009 to November 30,
o9 Bids will be accepted until 2 00 p m
tairsday February 26. 2009, at the Board Office
Specifications are on file at the Murray Independent
Board of Education Carter Admizustration Building,
2004 South 13th Street, Murray KY 42071 The
Murray Independent Board of Education reserves
Ito- right to reject any and/or all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding

CIRII OF ntilk1
•

The family of
James M.Puckett
express our sincerest
appreciation for the love,
flowers, food and
fellowship sent our way
during this most difficult
time. Thank you for
honoring our father and
brother in Christ with your
prayers and presence in the
good times and bad.

MAG.

DELIVERY DRIVER
arid TANKSETTER

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Articles

'J." Murray
GRANTS SPECIALIST
Full-time. benefits. Four years of college in a
business related field plus four years of general
accounting experience required: bachelor's
degree preferred. Click on -Employment- at
wyysvmurraystate edu tor additional information
Salary 511.92 hourly.

Apply et kluirnan FIesourcee.,
Murray State University,
404 Sparks Hell, Murray, KY 42071-3312.
WornerVmsnorrttes encouraged to apply
EEO. 447F 0 AA employer

• Murray
USER SERVICES TECHNICIAN I
Full-time. benefits Two years college credit in
'elated field plus two years of recent computer
service/repair expenence. Click on
'Employment' at WWW murraystate edu for
additional information Salary $15 32 per hour

Apply at Human Resources,
Murray State University,
404 Sparks Hall,
Murray, KY 42071-3312.

1

753-7743
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but

inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray

Ledger & Times, nor
any of Is employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Lost and Found

I

FOUND
Around
Backusburg Rd area
Black, tan & white 6
mo old, female dog
Looking for owner Call
293-7030
between
Barn-10pm
LOST Female blond
Cocker Spaniel, 16
years old, no collar,
named Daisy,
Edinborough Dr area
753-2376

"L-nr•d

ACCEPTING applica
ions for superintend
ent. ;c,urnayrnan and
electricians Apply at
B&W
Electric
Company, 3011 Ash!!
Ln, Pans

but higher if the candidate has relevant expenonce. SEND RESUME TO: Anne Thurman, Vice
President for Human Resource. Four rivers
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway. Suite 201.
Paducah, KY 42001 Open until filled EOE

CDL-HarMat w

Bipass N

I

Full and part time positions to assist in the care of
individuals with developmental disabilities
Flexible schedule working in residential/community settings Minimum Qualifications High School
diploma or GED. expenence sin:dicing with challenging individuals preferred, must have a valid
Drivers License, and be able to pass certain background checks Minimum salary $8.11 per hour.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage it
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
Iii tobnetwork com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
im the fobnetkork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Sc Times Please call
as if you base any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank sou
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position: LPNFull time. 6a-2p
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W
Farthing St Mayfield.
KY 42066

Activity Director
Prefer certification and/or experience Must love
working with elderly, computer literate, high
energy and creative Apply in person
at Fern Terrace
EOE

Cr

Accepting new
patients At_WAYS!

Eyecare
Specialties
Dr Kevin Adams
270-759-2500
SONY Fiat Panel TV's
Full hos of an Sony 9at,
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed

lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics. Inc. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)
753-7567.

GOVERNMENT Loans
Available
See if you can qualify
for more house
tor lower payments
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
731-584-9429

2 BR. 2 BA, no pets
406 Bambi Ct North.
270-841-5653,
270-376-2746

2BR duplex, nice,
Oil-ttA, appliances furnished. Various iocabons. Coleman RE
753-9898

2 BR IBA on 1 acre lot
Very clean, yard mow
ing included No pets
References required.
$325 monthly plus

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APfl‘Wett
S161611‘411111“0
t1156auth 1,2*S!

(770)7534M
Hems Furnishings
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals

(270) 761-7853

2BR Townhouse, WI)
included S475.00Im4_
1BR, 1BA on Brooklyn
Dr $315.00/mo
•
Please Call 753-7559

deposit. 270-978-4533.
270-623-6314

3 BR brick 2 full OA
appliances, large peOk
and lawn service.duet

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

neighborhood. "
227-5173

4 BR, 2 BA. all appbances. Move in • free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

1 BR apt, various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

T' 44 "DO

Excellent pay greai
Ms Pease call 753-748,
Or 10S rme for Warren a,
1-900-974-4427.0 :42
040414 It,,., at
reyaravycir•upgas Con.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat .ind Air
Accepting Applications

50

DIRECT CARE POSITIONS
Public Hearing Notice

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
15115 Diuguisi Drrsc • Murra>, KY 4201270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

270-436-2215

EEO

;F:'
,

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly huilt
I & 2 Bedroom Apartment.
Water, sewer. lrash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

"-.74V-4600

For Sala

l'nder the Land and Water Conservation fund Act of
1965 Public Law 88-578). citizens are afforded the
opportunity to express their views concerning the
recreational needs of their community To provide a
forum for discussion, an open meeting is being held
on Thursday. February 19, 2009, at 1000arry at
Hazel City Hall, in Hazel. KY, sponsored by the
Hazel City Council The specific purpose of this meeting is to obtain local input for a request for saaurtance
from the Land and Water Conservation Fund
Program This program deals only with recreational
facilities and is a 50% matching program

ww w.murraykyapartments.com

Murray

CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY

I

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash.
electric included

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

$550/mo
12701492-8211
LARGE 38H apt.
.
newly remodeled, On:
campus. QH:A. KAI!
5600- 2 people, $675-3 people, water.
7
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(2701293-3710

1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
2 BDRM Apt. Close to
MSU. First month
FREE Includes washer/dryer and partial
utilities Deposit &
Credit Reqd
978-1123 for info.

LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances.
Brooklyn Dr 270:59080 or leave ines-

vcr

sage
SMALL 1 BR apt
Water paid $265 per
month No pets One

3 BR house, *rid.
C11-1/A $500 1-2-3 BR
Apt 753-0606

person only 753-5980

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessones and
antiques

Reed Interiors
TEMPORARY
HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL
LABOR
3.110/09-12/15109
KY*0373264
R.Wilkerson
Murray. KY
Tobacco/Farm
Laborer/Nursery
Laborer Wage
$7.2548.00 hr 34
contract hours guaranteed, all tools and
equip at no charge
Housing
provided for those
beyond commuting at
no cost. Transportation
and subsistence pay.
after 50°,0 of contract
completed Transport
daily to worksite Apply
for this lob at the nearest
Office of State
Workforce agency in
this state. Using lob
order numbers above
with a copy of this
advertisement

PECO is hiring. 2 posi
bons available -per
tonal assistant, -mar
keting assistant M-F
30hrs/ wk Resume to
Info Opecoproducts co
m mail PO Box 363.
Murray.
Start date
2/16/09
090

Dams& I Childcare
DON'T have time for
deep cleaning'? Call
me, Very reasonable
rates 227-6535 Day or
night
HOME cleaning services 227-7129.
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

Classifieds
270-753-1916

'')u444r4
<I P

-OWNER FinanceNo credit check
Singlewide
private
country setting close to
lake 213 Primrose.

New Concord, KY
$34,900.,
$1.500
down. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222

120
Computers

Low end price less

MOM COMPUTERS

than $50,300
Call 731-584-94291
interested

Service Sales
Repairs.Upgrades
140

Watt to Ouy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

a subscription to the
MI MAI
LEDGER &TRIES
Home Delivery
I,)ical Mail
3 me.
3
mo.....$3500
6 mo.
355.80
$6340
1 yr..-----.$1105.00 6 mo.
1 yr. .........-...$111).110
Rest of KYriN

16X130 LIKE NEW
$16500
Including Deliver Set,
AC/'-lookup
Call 731-584-9429 to
see it
28X60 DOUBLE wide
Very high end home

759.3556
Murray Ledger & Times

603 Main St
753-6361

4BR, 2BA 2001
Fleetwood home on
14 acre 10 miles
north of Murray 1 mile
oft Hwy 641 $52900
financing available
270-791-9792

'PursrsO Run. hAnAn

3 mo.....-......370_50
6 me
$90.00
1 yr
$120.00
I Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
596.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

M/t

Name
I St Address
City
I
"I State_
Zip
I Daytime
Ph
I
•
Mail this coupon with paymi ot to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
lb call ;2701 753-1916
•

C1.1SSIFIEDS

414- rhursday. February 11,

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land'
Zero down, easy financing!

NEW - 7 000 sq ft Industrial building
tor rent lease on East Chestnut Ext

for more information.

BEA

ITzib
I I

Used Care

270-759-4851

MINI

NMnri

Ali Size Units • Climate Con
24/7 Surveitlance • Electricity

CALLOWAY CO
HIGH SCHOOL
PROJECT
GRADUATION
YARD SALE
IN FRONT OF HIGH
SCHOOL IN THE
COMMON AREA
FRIDAY
3 30-6.00
DONATIONS ONLY!
SATURDAY
SALE
8 00-12 00

1990
Buick
Park
Avenue 3 8 6cyi
FWD new brakes and
starter No dents Good
running
condition
$950 otio 270-761E149. 270-293-7913

2000 black Silverado
pick up Lots of custom
work $9500
759-1854

8X 2 Wtittne• Ass.

7 13-3853

410
Caws

Puokc Sale
CHAVISpEAL
ES TAM a aucTioN
4 Ei

caking to buy olde
model pull type or pop
up camper in good
condition 226-9081

I

SIMMS OlOwed

•

'ISA

We have new storage units
located behind
Murray Business Center

North 12th
Interior Lights.

430

On
With

Murray ledger /a hfmrs Fa
ilousinpr 5,1 \oro.r

753-2905
Ns or

•
NOW LEASING
• 1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
-We accept Section
8 vouchers
Awry at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056
TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 8 4 BR 2.5 BA
refrigerator
oven
stdve, washer 8 dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1/2 Off Cali 270348-0458
VERY Nice Large. 2
Ba.droom. 2 Bath
Duplex. completely
remodeled, central
heat and air.
washer/dryer, all appliances furnished great
location no pets. nonsmoking $650 00 per
month, one year lease,
deposit and references
required 753-5719

,,•
Ministorage
%II slurs to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station
7

9 759-

11.19N1
-WARE4
10.0SE
:
• 01.0xV9
Asloare,'
tXtr Spr

id& RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 4TH ST.
enter of 121
Glesidabe.
10X10 $2.5 10115 $40
(2101(M-2524
127912qt-6w
PREMIER
MINISTOFtAGE
Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
-Sate 8 clean
-We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Rooms for rent $25C
includes utilities cable
Internet
No
pets
smoke tree 759-4335
for info

PTOP. For Rant

3BR, 2BA. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets.
293-3710
38R, 2BA, unfurnished
in county. 2
acres/pond $550/mo
No pets 761-5464 or
293-0139
4BR, IBA adjacent to
MSU. $700/mo plus
deposit 436-5085
BEAUTIFUL 31or, 2ba.
2 car garage. all appliances including built in
microwave. w/d. large
fenced back
yard
Located in small golf
course
community
Available Feb 16th
$900 per month
759-5885. 293-7085.
SMALL 38R, 1BA.
Only 3mi from town on
94E $500/mo+ utilities Must have references
Serious
inquiries only
270-293-3572

AM Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-76E8
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

-OWNER Finance"
No Credit Check.
3819 IBA newly
remodeled, quiet
country setting, close
to lake 127 Tearose,
New Concord.
$59.900 $1.950 down
Call Ruthie
270-753-2222
BENTON Country
Club
new construction,
38R. 2BA. WVAV whinesionecontractors.com
703-7308
New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings

340
Hawses For Rent

2 BR, very race.
Coleman RE.
753-9898

ratelairt Iodwd
,
n ile sale rental or adsettriitng
it teal e.tate haeirat air tiktori iii
,iwIdition to thoir protected
under tnieral law
su- will krwiwingli, accept an,
al,ert.rriFlvi rut estate whvii
nix ir vw,lation ot the Law All
prriion, are
informed
adiertored an.
amaiLahm ri an ,Nua; ipportu
fliti tia,rii
For ',tither a'oa-.iancr with lair
tiote.ing Adverts,ing require
merit, ointaot si A A(outira4

114147:=

330
Rooms For Ren11
-

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
House,
completely
remodeled,
centralneat; air, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near the lake, no inside
pets.
nonsmoking.
$650. 00 per month.
one year lease, deposit
and
references
required. 753-5719.

_0811

•

.6stitiw-Marskairing.
, landscaping 41.
. leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
733-1816 727-0611

non k,

: I t.
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:
7 '1.111111
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OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905,
293-1480
Retail Store in Hazel.
2500 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice' Great for
antiques. restaurant,
retail. etc
270-492-8211
Small offices and office
suites
available
Adjacent to MSU. $200
and up. Including utilities,
restrooms.
kitchen,
conference
room & more Century
21 Barger RE
270-247-2421

ACA registered tiny
Yorkie puppies Vet
checked, health guaranteed Males $400500. females $600
436-5508. 293-5508

293-7872

Motorcycles I ATY's
Suzuki GSF 500 runs
great, low miles
$1,450 obo 227-1118,
227-7085

1986

24 moue mews
Res.. Corn. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377, 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work
ADAMS Horn*
Improvement
Remodeling Roofing
Repairs Storm Cleanup. No job too small
Licensed & Insured
227-2617
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Sagging floors
-Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
-Decks
No job too smal
227-9641
ALL Carpentry
Construction
-Homes *Remodeling
• Decks -Screened
Porches -Garages
*Sagging
•Rotten
Floors -Termite
Damage •Home
Mobile Home
Licensed 8 Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

ATTIC Insulation blown
n. 293-1924.

Custom
searches
amenities pesc4os clos*Divorce
eitnout
ing directions
and
Children $95 Divorce
voth children $95 With more'
FREE name change
FOR SALE
documents (wife only)
•A
NEW
COMPUTER
and marital settlement
NOW" Bran
adci Name
Agreement Fast easy Iapop
and professional Cail
Bad or NO Credit- No
1-888-789-0198
Problem
Smallest
• vieeiJy & 410.14I pick
•React over 1 million weekly payments avail
• locally iiviicdioperaecd readers with one call, its yours NOW- Call
759-1151 • 293-27113 Contact the classified 800-840-5366
department of this
293-2784
FROM
newspaper Of call KPS •SAWMILLS
$2 990 00-at 1-502-223-8821 for ONLY
more information about Convert your LOGS TO
Racing a 25-word clas- VALUABLE LUMBER
sified in 70 newspapers with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill
for only $250
Log skidders also availBUM-DINGS
able
WVIVI norwoodSale' sawmills com'300n
HANDYMAN Service
UNPRECEDENTED Free information 1Storm clean-up, tree LOW PRICES, Sale 800-578-1363 Ext300trimming & repairs
N
Ends February 16
Free estimates
25x40 $5.190 30x50
HELP WANTED
262-490-4692.
$6.390 35x60 $8.990
270-759-4116
40x60 $12.700 60x100 -Exchange
JAR Construction
$33.600
Others, Coordinators Wanted
Licensed & Insured
Pioneer Steel 1 .800- EF Foundation seeks
energetic and motivat16 yrs exp
668-5422 Since 1980
ed representatives to
Work with your insurBUSINESS
ance company on estihelp find homes for Intl
SERVICES
mates for all your
exchange
students
home needs Roofing. -DISH
travel
NETWORK Commission,
siding, windows debris
Satellite TV systems benefits Must be 25+
& tree removal
installed FREE this 877-216-1293
731-225-4488
week' First
month •Part-Time
homeFREE,
No
bank based Internet busiaccount needed' No ness
Earn
$500tio•i
55$ down needed' 51000/ month or more
(8661689-0523
Carl Flexible hours Training
now for details'
s•i ;Att. ii .IffiCtIttli
provided No selling
required FREE details
FOR RENT
www 1(348 corn
-Try vovw kyrents orgINSTRUCTIONAL
a
FREE
service for
Express Leal Removal
renters and landlords, *AMERICAN HEAVY
By
West ICY Laviecapes
227-8414
N.Dloposal Feed
Worry Free.
Reassaelek Ram
STORM CLEAN-UP
TRENT Tree Service
Brush & debris
Insured,
LIMB & tree problems'?
bonded.
removal power
15yrs service Senior
licensed
Complete
washing
Tree Removal. chipcitizen
discount
Senior discount
ping, remove debris,
Lowest price guaranFree estimates
(270)4924307
top trees Free estitee
Removal also
(270)227-9581
Tim 753-2594 or
mates 270-293-4675
or 678-557-2064
227-9153.

JOE'S JOBS

ML Garage Doors
installation, repair and
maintenance for residential and commercial
door and openers
Including dock levelers
and dock plates. Free
Estimtes. Repair storm
damaged doors Cali
270-293-2357

REYNOLDS
8 SON'S LLC
• Bush Hogging
• Land Cleanng
• Tractor Work
• DirvGrayei Hauling
270 226-9015
ROBINSON Painting
Quality & expenence
Danny Robinson
226-9295
SIMMONS
Home
Handyman
Carpentry Service Will
do tree clean up Call
Don 519-8570
TREE WORK
clean-up.
Buying junk cars
270-436-5235.
270-227-6004

and

Horoscope
Troy 270-978-2623
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
Storm Clean-up
(270) 293-8377
(270)436-2867
THE Murray Ledge' &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do scat their own
nsk Although persons
and companies mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable.
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of as
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their actrvitres.
WANDA
Tucker
Bookkeeping & Tax
Services. Reasonable
prices, e-file at no extra
charge, free pick-up
and delivery Call for an
estimate. Office 270753-2079,
Wanda
Tucker
753-0863,
Vanessa Fike
-1RA-2280.

BTPA EXCAVATING, LLC
• Trackhoe • Back, hoe • Dozer
• Ponds • Driveways • Cleanng
• Septic Systems - Demolition

AeloPerb

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-560
Sport Utley %bides
1996 Chevy Blazer
4WD, 2DR, auto, very
good condition. $2.500
obo. 227-4439

MOM'S 2005 Silver
Chevy Impala. 89.000
miles_ $7.500 See
509 South 11th St
759-1987
2002 Grand Prix, 6cy1.
3100. 92.000 miles.
$7.500. 492-6159.

DOG Obedience.
436-2858

2000 Pontiac Grand
AM GT. white. 76.000
miles. $3.999
293-7670

YORKIE puppies,
AKC 601-831-3080

Hill Electric

toy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure!
APPUANCE REPAIR
761-HOME
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
761HON4E.COM
'59-5534
Chuck Van Buren
470

AKC registered Husky
puppies $500
270-226-9507

MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies.
black & tan 2 females
$250 1 male $200
(719)688-3947 1st
shots & dewormed

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

SIFICC

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
stump grinding.
firewood Insured
489-2839

(270) 443-6737

Call

NIUrra) Ledger & Tunes

94 Lincoln Town Car,
leather. $900 obo
270-978-9454
1985 Chevrolet Impala
Gray 4/door
Runs/doves. $999.00
OBO 270-492-8211

We oeliver gravel, fill dirt
topsoil, white rock and pond clay.
Steve Dublin
Construction
Custom Home
Building
Remodeling
293-8919
DAVIS Handiwork's
We've expanded
Small home repairs.
roofing, siding, storm
clean-up & home building to suit lots available
north of Murray
(270)227-9484
DNJ HANDYMAN
For all your storm
clean-up
repair
&
needs 270-293-5438

HOUSTON
ELECTRIC
270-227-3574
inrishousienelectricte con

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624

227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pm

t fAint

Lsen ico. I eir.,j
Tree Main

8. Debris Removal
•Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
-Stump Removal •All modern epquipment
a hour emergency service -Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
No job is complete until customer is satisfied

Barnetts Wheel Alignment
is now

DY0KNOW IT
753-64
Our new phone is

26.

Our new location is
1234 Peach Orchard Road
Murray. KY.
Same Owners, Same Great Service!

EQUIPMENT TRAIN- Applicants Must nave
ING
866-280-5836 Class-A COL Tank &
Attend school ,0 KY Hazmat TWIC card
State Training Dollars 23+ yrs Old Clean
for qualified Applicants
MYR 2 yrs Class-A
Financing
Exp Usher Transport
Employment Inc 800-'77-2741 X2
502 449-4000 X2
Assistance Available
NCCER ACCREDITED
•Onver- Join PTL today,
Equipment
Operator
Company drivers earn
Courses
up to 38 cpm 12 cprn
•Anend College Online increase every 60K
from Home' 'Medical miles Average 2,800
'Business 'Paralegal miles week
CDL-A
'Computers •Criminal Required
www p11'
Justice Job placement inc corn Call 877740assistance Computer 6262
available Financial aid
-DriversMiles
&
if qualified Call 866Freight Positions avail
8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
able ASAP' CDL-A with
www CenturaOnline co
tanker required
Top
is
pay, premium b€, • •
SPORTING/SPORTMUCH
and
Ik4ORt
ING GOODS
or visa us online eo
4434-3061 www oakley
Fs
ebunt49
-1-5
4 transport
corn
.G
S
Leau
xt inng9Str81 Heritage
Hall (430 W Vine St
Buy. Sell, Trade Into
(563)927-8176 Kenny
Woods Gun Show Inc
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
-Driver- CURRENTLY
HIRING experienced
teams and solos with
HazMat Dry Van &
Temp Control available
0/0s welcome Call
Covenant (8661684 2519 EOE
•Driver. Experienced
Gas & Diesel Drivers
Only' Positions currently
available
in
Louisville.
KY
&
Cincinnati
OH

TREE Clean-up
No pay until job done
(2701556-4698
anytime
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

-International
Truck
Driving School located
in KY now enrolling students Class-A CDL
Training
Job assis
tance Financing to try
IC he everyone Start
working now' 8887605539
-TRUCK
AMERICA
TRAINING
866-2443644 CDL Class-A and
B Courses
Attend
School in Kentucky
State Training Dollars
for qualified Applicants
Financing
Employment Assistance
Available

Giving away
something
for free?
We will run it
one day for
free.
753-1916 i
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Iv Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Feb. 13, 2009:
Learn to listen to your sixth sense more often this year. If you look
to your intuitive self, you'll discover a new side or path in your life.
Intellectually, you break barriers. You gain new understanding
through spiritual work, workshops or travel. You will see a whole
new side of life and have brand-new choices. If you are single, you
could meet someone quite exotic and different. You will learn
to
understand different lifeiityles. If you are attached, planning a
trip
together will draw you closer. This vacation could be
a longtalked-about inp. LIBRA helps you identify with others.
The Stars Show the kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic
; 47
Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Work with a situation with the knowledge of
your direction
No one else seems to know which way is up, forward or down.
Laugh and delight in a special friend's company. You might be
surposed by others' reactions. Tonight: Dare to live a dream.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Play it even and aboveboard Evaluate a change openly
with
a friend or trusted associate who could be in a similar
situatior).
Getting feedback might be more important than you realize.
Tonight Relax. You never know what is about to happen.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Let your imagination, wit and sense of fun
merge This
attitude could be distracting at work; know that you are
on top of
your game. Take off early or make some important
phone calls.
Tonight. Take the untrodden path.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Basics play out. Do your values reflect you'
Question what
you want from a situation. Let someone you care about
poke holes
in your thinking Remain sure of your thinking and opinions.
Tonight:
Allow more fun to happen.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Keep conversations flowing, even if you are
sure about
where someone else is coming from. You might
be alarmed by
everything you hear. Your instincts are right-on about
someone in
your life. Don't kid yourself -- that person reads you just
as clearly.
too. Tonight: Hang out with a special friend_
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Juggle your schedule knowing that you
would like to have
some extra change right now. Do some price comparison
as you try
to come up with a solution. Be easygoing; not
everyone can meet
your ideas Know when you have had enough_
Tonight: Decide on
your budget before you go out
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You are all smiles and open to change.
Others intuitively
sense this transformation. Go for more of what
you want from a situation You are more in sync than you realize. Let
your playfulness
emerge. Tonight: Let the good times rock and roll
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Take your time before you launch
into action. You might not
realize lust how much you are doing or what is
important to you
Evaluate and think through a family member's
suggestion. It migtst
not make sense Tonight. Vanish.
•
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Opt for the very different or offbeat.
You could be exhausted by recent events and decisions Your
sixth sense comes into
play when you least expect it. You seem to
know who is going to
call before they do Tonight: Zoom in on what
you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your willingness to step up to the
plate puts you ahead of
the game You might wonder what to do with
someone who seems
testy and difficult. Put your signature on
any business dealing
Money could slip through your hands. Tonight:
A force to be dealt
with
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Your instincts will pay off if you follow them.
Though many
people don't get what you see, think and feel.
it doesn't mean that
you aren't right-on Your imagination can lead
you down very interesting trails. Tonight Act on an idea
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Get down to the basics; consider
a new attitude with a
problem individual. Not all of your good
ideas are right-on, but it
appears this one might be. Don't allow the
superficial to distract
you. Tonight- Make togetherness the theme.
BORN TODAY
Actor George Segal 11934), talk-show host
Jerry Springer (1 944)
first lady Brts.s.Truman (1885)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at
http://wwvv.1acquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2009 by King Features Syndicate hit..
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COMICS/ FEATURES

teskineBack
IC years ago
Published is .a picture and tea ture story about Julie Los ins as
she prepares tor her an show at
the Murray State Unisersity turns Center Gallery. The story was
by Managing Editor Amy Wilson
and the photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Mr and Mrs Ansel Griffin
were married for 70 years Feb
'I
Recent births reported include
a boy to Janet and SteVe Moser.
and a boy to Jessica and Mark
Sanford. Feb. 6: a boy to Lou
and Sean Pemwell. a girl to Angela
and Robert Morehead and a boy
to Christy and Dominic Stacer,
Feb. 7: a girl to Sharon and roger
Gamer. Feb. 8.
20 years ago
Murray High School Academic Team took first place in the
Fourth District Academic Tournament held at C'allow ay County High
School.
Erica Muskgrow was crowned
as Calloway County High School
Basketball Queen at senior night.
Her attendants were Stefan! Barnett. Holly Cherry, Betsy Whitfield. Angie Herndon and Sherri
Rule. In the basketball game. Calloway Lakers lost 79-62 to Graces
County Eagles with high scorers
being Armstrong for Laker% and
Washington for Eagles.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Starks. Feb.
4.
30 years ago
• Larry Benjamin Norswonhy. 19.
and Jo Ellyn Russell. 24. both of
Calloway County. died from
injuries sustained in a car-truck
accident on US Hwy. 641 South.
1 1/2 miles north of Puryear.
Tenn.. on Feb. 10. Also injured
in the accident were Jimmy Norsworthy. 18. Darrell Russell. 24.
Barbara Wilcox. IS. Johnny Scott.
20, and Catina Beasley. 19, all
of Calloway County. and James
R. Johnson, 31. Louisville.
Flotilla 27-5 of United States
Coast Guard presented Robert E.
Johnson with a plaque for Cour-

Examination Ise performed during the past year.
Richard W Farrell. conunander.
made the presentation at the Charter annual dinner at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Murray.
41 years ago
Murray Lions Club presented
a check for $1.050 to the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad
from funds raised an the annual
club auctIOn. These funds were
to go toward the purchase of
a
new fire truck for the squad.
Army First Class Girds R.
Dowdy Jr. as stationed with the
4th Infantry near Pleiku. Vietnam
Jack Anderson, manager of Ryan
Milk('ompany. Murray, was speaker at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club house.
50 years ago
The Housing and Home Finance
Agency has accepted the workable program which has been forwarded by the Murray Housing
Commission to obtain low rent
housing for the city of Murray.
In high school basketball games.
Almo Warriors won 70-61 over
Murray Training Colts with high
scorers being Furgerson for Warriors and Burton for Colts; New
Concord Redbirds won 86-58 over
Fulton County with Gene Rowland high scorer for Redbirds:
Kirksey Eagles won 68-63 over
lames Blue Devils with Gary Key
high scorer for the Eagles.
60 years ago
J. Chester Durham, state secretary of he Baptist Student Work
for Kentucky. will be the speaker at the Youth Revival scheduled
at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Feb. 111-21)
In high school basketball games
Lynn Grose Wildcats lost 42-35
to Sedalia with Norsworthy being
high scorer for Wildcats; Hazel
Lions won 35-18 over New Concord Redbirds with high scorers
being Taylor for Lions and Finney
for Redbirds.
Showing at the Varsity Theater is "A Song Is Born."
WO. Mt Not b.tillt

Couple rules out divorce
for sake of grown children
DEAR ABBY: Two years
ago. my husband of 25 years,
"Glen,* discovered that I'd had
an affair 10
years earlier.
After
he
found out.
he couldn't
sleep or eat.
had recurring nightmares about
the
affair
and was suicidal.
He
says it is still
By Abigail
the
first
Van Buren
thing
that
pops into his mind when he
wakes up and the last thing
he thinks about when he goes
to sleep. Neither of us thinks
he will ever be able to get
over it.
Glen doesn't want to be married to someone who would lie
and cheat, and I don't want to
be married to someone who can't
love me. Actually. I don't think
I love him, either. We have
discussed divorce many times
but it always comes down to
our kids,
They are all on their own,
but they would be devastated
if we divorced -- especially if
they knew what caused it. We
don't want them to go through
the pain that Glen has gone
through. We love them and
cherish the times we still have
together as a family. If we
were to divorce, it would never
be the same.
Are we crazy to stay together for the kids? -- GOING
THROUGH THE MOTIONS IN
ILLINOIS
DEAR GOING: I am not
the person who should answer
that question. Only you and Glen

Dear Abby

Today!Flistery
By The Associated Press
, Today is Thursday. Feb. 12.
the 43rd day of 2009. There are
322 days left in the year.
• Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 12, 1809. Abraham Lincoln. the 16th president of the
United States, was born in present-day LaRue County. Ky. Naturalist Charles Darwin was born
In Shrewsbury. England.
• On this date:
In 1554, Lady Jane Grey, who'd
claimed the throne of England for
nine days, and her husband. Guildford Dudley, were beheaded after
being condemned for high treason.
In 1818. Chile officially proclaimed its independence, more
than seven years after initially
renouncing Spanish rule.
In 1870. women in the Utah
Territory gained the right to vote.
(However, that right was taken
away in 1887 before being restored

in 1895).
In 1908, the first round-the world automobile race began in
New York. (It ended in Paris the
following July with the drivers of
the American car. a Thomas Flyer,
declared the winners over teams
from Germany and Italy.)
In 1912. Pu Yi. the last emperor of China, abdicated, marking
the end of the Qing Dynasty.
In 1914, ground was broken
for the Lincoln Memonal in Washington. D.C. (The cornerstone was
laid on this date one year later.)
In 1940. the radio play -The
Adventures of Superman' debuted
with Bud Collyer as the Man of
Steel.
In 1959. the redesigned Lincoln penny, with an image of the
Lincoln Memorial replacing two
ears of wheat on the reverse side.
went into circulation.
In 1973, Operation Homecoming began as the first release of

American prisoners of war from
the Vietnam conflict took place.
Ten years ago: The Senate
voted to acquit President Bill Clinton of perjury and obstruction of
justice-. Clinton told Americans he
was 'profoundly sorry" for what
he'd said and done in the Monica l_ewinsky affair that tnggered
it all. Swarms of anxious travelers were left stranded when American Airlines again scrubbed more
than 1,000 flights after its pilots
defied a court order and continued their mass sickout.
Five years ago: Defying a California law, San Francisco officials began performing weddings
for same-sex couples. Four men
were charged in a 42-count indictment alleging they'd run a steroiddistribution ring that provided performance-enhancing drugs to
dozens of athletes in the NFL.
the major leagues and track and
field.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My
mother is old school in that I
grew up slathered in Vicks and
put to bed at the first sign of
sniffles or a cough. The rub
would allow me to breathe easier when she spread it on my
chest
and
under
my
nose,
but
boy, dad I
smell bad!
Well. I'm
now grown
with a family of my
own,
and
can't believe
how history
repeats itself
or that I am
By
actually askDr. Peter Gott ing this question. Is it safe
to use this same treatment on
my own children?
DEAR READER: It depends
on the age of your children. All
menthol products. including
Vicks. can cause breathing problems, eye and lung inflammation. liver damage, airway constriction and allergic reactions
in some infants and children.
These products don't actually
clear congestion or help reduce
a cough; they simply increase
the production of mucus and
inflame children's airways. which
are narrower than those of adults.
Dr. Bruce Rubin writes in
CHEST. an official journal of
the Amencan College of Chest
Physicians, that he began his
studies with ferrets. whose respiratory systems are similar to
those of infants, after hearing
of an infant who developed respiratory difficulty following a
home-treatment of Vicks placed
under her nose. Following his

000

DEAR ABBY: I have a simple answer for "Frustrated in
Pennsylvania (Nov. 30), whose
wife forgets to enter her check
amounts into her check reek
ter. I had the same problem when
I was first married.
My smart wife went to the
bank and asked for advice. The
checks I've used ever since make
a carbon copy. The date, to
whom the check is written and
the amount are all automatically recorded on the copy. The
checks come in a wide selection of designs -- and the peace
of mind is really nice. -- BOB
B., LE CENTER, MINN.
DEAR BOB: Many readers
wrote, as you did, that duplicate checks are the solution to
this common problem. which,
by the way, affects both men
and women. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Here's what
I did with my husband. We
got duplicate checks. Having a
copy of the check simplifies
balancing the checkbook.
After first complaining he
was being treated like a child
about money, he got hit with
multiple overdraft fees, and we
were unable to attend an event
he was dying to go to because
we didn't have the money. He
is much better now, but it took
a lot of convincing to get him
to use them. -- LORRAINE
H.. SIERRA VISTA, ARIZ.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I could never resolve our conflicts over finances. We have
more arguments about money
than any other subject. We
finally resolved it by getting
three separate accounts: hers.
mine and "household," to which
we both contribute equally. -GERALD IN LA QUINTA,
CALIF.

DEAR ABBY: I have been
looking online to buy a used
car, but I don't know how early
or late to call the owners. Can
you please enlighten me on the
appropriate hours of the day - or night? Thanks! -- FAITH
IN HANNIBAL, MO.
DEAR FAITH: The rule of
thumb that I was taught is that
calls between 9 a.m. and 9
p.m. are appropriate. To call
before or after that could be
intrusive because the person
may retire early or sleep a little later.
000

Dr. Gott

Cat hair
Lily pad sitter
Green seed
1939 Lugosi
role
13 Frizzy coif
14 Hobby ender
15 Sharp blow
17 Miniature chicken
19 AOL message
(hYPI1
21 Mai - (rum
drink)
22 Par for the
course
24 Fled
26 Delts neighbors
29 Valuable thing
31 Home-heating
fuel
33 Speck
34 Toast proposer
35 Tierra - Fuego
37 Scrooge's oath
39 Cellist Yo-Yo 40 Hearing aid?
2

ContractBridge
Standard Operating Procedure
West dealer
Last-West culnerable
NORTH
•A K Q 32
VO I 104
•AKJ
48
WEST
EAST
•.I8
•10 5
(PK 6 3 2
111 A8
•Q 9 4
•7 6 3 2
•AKJ 5
41096 4 2
SOUTH
•9 76 4
V9 7 5
•10 8 5
+Q 7 3
The bidding:
West
North East
South
I
Dble
Pass
I
Pass
4•
Opening lead - king of clubs.

from the queen, West chose to adopt
a passive line of defaise and shifted
to a low trump at trick two. Declarer
played two top trumps,conceded two
tricks to the A-K of hearts and easily
made the contract.
The outcome would hese been
altogether different had West instead
shined to a low heart at rock two.
East would base won with the ace,
returned a heart to the king and
rulTed West's bean continuation for
down one.
It is true that there was no way for
West to know that Last, rather than
South. had the ace of hearts, and it
might therefore be argued that a loss
heart play by West was a dangerous
mos c.
However, there's no real merit for
such a contention. Front West's
ciewpoint, the contract can't possibly be stopped if declarer has the ace
One of the most important pnn- of hearts. Ile should therefore credit
oples of detensise card play is the Last with that card because
it (Arias
assumption that you can defeat the the only chance for the defense
to
opposing contract. No other score four tricks.
approach is acceptable.
Tree, Fast must also hase preConsider this deal where West cisely a doubloon heart
allowed declarer to make four assumption to bear fruit, for this
but it
spades. After leading the king of West nothing to hope for that as costs
well.
clubs and seeing dummy. West had to In bridge, many assumptions are, of
decide what to do next.
necessity, based on hope. and in dire
Reluctant to lead a heart assay
circumstances. it can hardly_ be
from the king, or a diamond away wrong to hope for the best
Tomorrow: Test your play.

42 PFC mail drop
44 Hotel entrance
46 Somber
48 Boats mate
50 Talk back
51 Meadow
murmur
53 City on the
Seine
55 Overpower
58 Population
count
61 Frat letter
62 Estrada or Satie
64 Kind of therapy
65 Rudder s place
66 Peeress
67 Shoe part
DOWN
Tailor's concern
Word of disgust
Oar pullers
Hindu
rope-climber
5 Diamond loc
6 Moon poetically
7 Fall guy
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8 Felt sorry for
9 That in
Tijuana
10 Banking
convenience
12 Collided with
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I KEEP UJONDERIN6 IF MOM'S PLANNING
TO HAVE MORE CHILDREN..

studies, he recommended "never
putting Vick, in. or under: the
nose of anyb4xly - adult or child.
Some of the ingredients in Vick.,
notably the menthol, trick the
brain into thinking that it is ejSter to breathe by triggering a
cold
sensation,
which
is
processed as indicating more airflow Vick, may make you feel
better, but it can't help you
breathe better
Beyond Rubin's studies. in
2008 the Food and Drug Administration was requested by a kroup
of pediatricians to revise the
standards for over-the-cotinter
cough-and-cold remedies for children under 6 years of age. citing a lack of evidence they even
work. There is mounting evidence
the remedies can cause seizures.
difficulty breathing. cardiac problems and more. In fact, even
the Vicks packaging recommends
asking the advice of a physician for use on children under
2 years of age.
It has been noted that manufacturers are not voluntanly
removing cough-and-cold remedies for children from pharmacy and grocery-store shelves.
since they do provide relief to
older children when taken according to package inserts. Amencans spend about $300 million
every year on the plethora of
products offered, despite warnings.
.
I am sure it will take a considerable period of time before
the FDA takes a stand on whether
to modify their present standards. In the interim, infants
and young children should be
under the care of their pediatnclans. and parents should be guided by their medical recommendations.
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Are menthol rubs good
for cold symptoms?

can do that. I can, however.
advise you that you and your
husband are two years overdue for couples therapy.
Infidelity is painful. but it
is possible to recover from it.
heal a marriage and emerge
stronger than ever as a
pie. However. if it is not pt.sible to do that, then divot, ,
is a preferable alternative I ,
the marriage you have described
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16 Gold Rush st
18 Carpet pile
20 Not keep up
22 Put the finger
on
23 Titanic
award
25 Catch a crook
27 Honey holders
28 Spends the
night
30 Iced drink
32 Maglie or
Mine°
36 DJ s albums
38 Wetting down
41 Bunny
43 Caveman from
Moo
45 Type of hound
47 Naughty
49 Zany
52 Novelist
Jean 54 Concerning
55 Luxury resort
56 TV band
57 Distinct period
59 Famous
numero
60 Witness
63 Psyche part
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Murra), Ledger &

•

it‘ntlifies
Scavenger
Hunt
eonigrartastafions fo five following winners.
Judi Thompson, Becky Freeman
& Doma Hughes
3 - $20 Gift Certificates

(

Gift Basket

WEE CARE

OMcfLLfT

109 S. 15TN ST.
753.5227

305 S. 12TH ST.
753-7441

Mork Mailnry

Stacey Mott )

Wade Norsworthy

$50 Off A UBC Membership

Romantic Retreat Basket

GAl_j_qtY

AfiN

Lpirtz.i

1625 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY

Register To Win At
1413 Olive Blvd.
75.3-6111

873-2900

h irley

McKinney

Gift Certificate

Pace

1

305-C S. 12 St
753-5678

-

Kamille
Pogen

gtey?

Angie Clark

X011.1 A q161 -Aosike

Fr'ee Session
With 11x14 Portrait
alcwooci

Hannah Kee

Matt Knop

1 Month Unlimited Gym Use &
1 Month Unlimited Tanning

Dozen Red Roses c4- I Lore You Ralloo,,
14)a40-VVI

1
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Flo-rbst

8 Chestnut St
761-3737

Traci Raymer

Cellir.,51

114 S. 501 St
753-4156

XUILc

Free Drink ofChoice
Each business will draw one winner on February 10, 2009. Winners will be
notified eqlr views will agrearis the Murray Ledger & Times on
2th and Payn• St
761-41000

11110htary 1/, ;009. There is no ltilrfilft.n.
eFessary and prites may be
Olned up at the bilbeaVEnsployees of
pa
esses and the
the
urray
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&
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